ABSTRACT
CULTIVATING MISSIONAL LEADERSHIP CHARACTERISTICS
THROUGH A SMALL GROUP SPIRITUAL FORMATION PROGRAM
FOR PASTORS
by
David John Cooke
Pastoral ministry is rife with leadership pressures and challenges. Pastors face
what seems to be a monumental leadership challenge of trying to lead struggling
congregations that are focused inwardly to become missional in focus. Engaging in
spiritual formation practices and small group opportunities can help pastors become
spiritually vibrant and effective leaders.
Christians throughout the centuries have met in small groups to build community
and strengthen one another as disciples of Jesus Christ. Pastors benefit from meeting in
small groups where their love for God can be cultivated and their ability to serve as
missional leaders can be developed. In the small group context, pastors can find support
and accountability as they commit to live by a rule of life and grow as missional leaders.
The purpose of this study was to examine the effects of changes in spiritual formation
and perception of the value of missional leadership through a professional development
program for pastors.
Nine participants engaged in a ten-session small group professional development
program that met weekly across a twelve-week period for two to three hours to focus on
spiritual formation and missional leadership. In addition to the weekly sessions,
participants developed and sought to live by a personal rule of life. Subjects were

interviewed before and after the study on a series of questions based on the following
seven personal characteristics of missional leaders: ministry flowing out of a vibrant
spiritual life; modeling Christ-like character; mentoring people in the practices and habits
of the Christian life; having a high view of what God can do in unlikely places;
understanding culture; engaging culture; and prioritizing the kingdom of God over the
church as an organization. Small group spiritual formation can be a powerful catalyst for
pastors seeking growth in their relationship with God and in their ability to serve
effectively as missional leaders.
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CHAPTER 1
PROBLEM
Introduction
The small groups of which I have been a part for the purpose of spiritual
formation and accountability have been a source of encouragement in my personal and
vocational life. The openness, honesty, and vulnerability that are attainable in a close-knit
group provide the accountability and support necessary for developing the spiritual life
and character of pastoral leaders. As I have met with others in small groups, I have been
challenged to travel down the road of transformation. I believe that leaders in the twentyfirst century should follow the example of John Wesley and continue to participate in and
promote small groups. They provide opportunities for spiritual formation and leadership
development that are not possible in any other setting.
I have met regularly with other colleagues in vocational ministry who have
supported me in my roles as a disciple of Jesus Christ, husband, father, and pastor. Each
of the men with whom I have met regularly for prayer and accountability have
encouraged me in my walk with Jesus Christ and have challenged me to serve God
faithfully in my calling as a pastor.
Pastoral ministry is rife with leadership pressures and challenges. Many United
Methodist churches in the Upper New York Conference are ineffective in fulfilling their
mission to make disciples of Jesus Christ. The conference has lost membership every
year since the merger of the Methodist and Evangelical United Brethren churches in the
1960s. Although decline is more severe in some geographic regions, it is a problem
across the denomination. According to the Rev. Vance Ross, Associate General Secretary
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of the General Board of Discipleship, “[t]he denomination of United Methodism has a
huge elephant in the room, which is the decline and deterioration of local churches and
therefore annual conferences” (qtd. in L. Green). Pastors face what seems to be a
monumental leadership challenge of trying to lead struggling congregations that are
focused inwardly to become missional in focus. The struggles of declining attendance
figures and shrinking budgets make it difficult to focus on ministry outside the walls of
the church.
Pastors who desire to overcome the inertia of church maintenance and stagnancy
are in need of accountability and support as they seek to cultivate spiritual vibrancy in
their own lives. An emphasis on personal spiritual formation is essential for pastors who
want to provide effective leadership marked by love, integrity, and humility. Pastors
often feel isolated and do not have an intentional network of colleagues with whom they
can process their experiences and learn, share, and grow as pastoral leaders.
The Christian life can be boiled down to loving God, loving people, and loving
self: “You shall love the Lord your God with all your heart, and with all your soul, and
with all your strength, and with all your mind; and your neighbor as yourself” (Luke
10:27, NRSV). David Augsburger discusses the interrelatedness of love of self, love of
God, and love of neighbor as the three essential strands of spirituality:
Tripolar spirituality is the breakthrough in which: love of God transcends
and transforms love of self, love of God and love of neighbor become one,
love of neighbor and love of self become one, and submission to God and
solidarity with neighbor are indivisible. (13)
Human relationships with God, others, and self are vital to spiritual vitality and the ability
to serve effectively as pastors.
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Mission flows out of the overflow of a love relationship with God. Pastors who
are confident in who they are as children of God and are cultivating their relationship
with Jesus Christ manifest his love in their lives and ministries. Conversely, when a
pastor’s relationship with God begins to wane, passion and enthusiasm for mission and
ministry also diminishes.
Effective pastoral leadership that endures must flow out of an authentic, lifegiving relationship with Jesus Christ. Spiritual leaders who attempt to lead without the
help of the Holy Spirit will lack fruit and dry up. Foundational to their calling as pastors
is that they are abiding in Christ and drawing strength from him. Their situation is similar
to the oxygen mask principle in airplanes. They must put their own mask on first before
they help put a mask on somebody else. Effectiveness in leading a congregation to
develop intimacy with Christ and a willingness to focus outwardly requires the leader’s
own willingness to cultivate his or her love relationship with God.
In the United Methodist Church, experiencing the abiding love of God is
foundational for anyone who is considering ordained ministry. Those who wish to be
candidates for licensed or ordained ministry are considered according to “Wesley’s
Questions for the Examiners”:
1. Do they know God as pardoning God? Have they the love of God
abiding in them? Do they desire nothing but God? Are they holy in all
manner of conversation?
2. Have they gifts, as well as evidence of God’s grace, for the work?
Have they a clear, sound understanding; a right judgment in the things
of God; a just conception of salvation by faith? Do they speak justly,
readily, clearly?
3. Have they fruit? Have any been truly convinced of sin and converted
to God, and are believers edified by their service?
As long as these marks occur in them, we believe they are called of God to
serve. These we receive as sufficient proof that they are moved by the
Holy Spirit. (Book ¶ 310)
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Abiding in the love of God and demonstrating grace and holiness are prerequisite
characteristics for those who are called to serve as pastors.
Effective pastoral leadership flows out of a personal faith in Jesus Christ and a
growing relationship with him. As individuals experience deepening intimacy with Jesus
Christ, the love they experience through him overflows into love for others and outward
mission. Love for God and intimacy with Jesus Christ can be cultivated by participating
in a small group of pastors who support and encourage one another.
Christians throughout the centuries have met in small groups to build community
and strengthen one another as disciples of Jesus Christ. Pastors benefit from meeting in
small groups where they can cultivate their love for God and develop their ability to serve
as missional leaders. John C. Dendiu writes, “Every pastor should participate in an
accountability group, live by a personal rule of life, be nurtured by the spiritual wisdom
of classic devotional writings, and retreat periodically for a time of retreat and renewal”
(91). By participating in small groups, pastors find support and encouragement as they
discuss the challenges and demands of serving as pastoral leaders.
Eugene H. Peterson contends that pastors often gather for meetings and
conferences, but these settings do not usually provide opportunities to share about matters
of the soul. Discussions on ministry shift toward statistics, status, and attendance;
however, “[m]atters of God and the soul and Scripture are not grist for their mills” (1).
Conversations flow easily about the latest denominational news and developments but
rarely shift to discussions about the spiritual lives of the pastors.
People may assume that pastors focus on cultivating their own walk with Jesus
Christ. In talking with my colleagues, however, I often hear that their own spiritual lives
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have been neglected. The spiritual life of the pastor often takes a backseat to meeting the
demands and needs of others in the congregation. Anthony J. Headley writes that love of
self is important for pastors in that their own needs are all too often overlooked in
ministry (7). I have talked to pastors who have difficulty listening to Christian music and
engaging in spiritual formation practices in their own lives because they are reminded of
their pastoral work.
John Wesley, the founder of Methodism, had a much more vital ministry after
encountering the love and grace of Jesus Christ. His heartwarming experience changed
his life and his ministry. My prayer for the pastors who participated in this study was that
their hearts would be rekindled with the love of Christ and that their passion and ability to
lead their congregations in mission to the world would be revived.
Jesus has called pastors to join him in his mission to reach and redeem the world.
As pastors seek to grow in their love and obedience to Jesus and in their effectiveness as
leaders through fellowship with other believers, God will transform their hearts and
strengthen them for the ministry to which they are called. As they seek to be transformed
into the image of Jesus daily, may they be found faithful as the pastors, disciples, and
missional leaders God is calling them to be.
Purpose
The purpose of the research was to examine the effects of changes in spiritual
formation and perception of the value of missional leadership through a ten-session
professional development program for pastors in the Cornerstone District of the Upper
New York Conference of the United Methodist Church that was held over a twelve-week
span.
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Research Questions
The following research questions served as a reference point throughout the study.
Research Question #1
What were the participants’ levels of spiritual formation and perceptions of the
value of missional leadership prior to the professional development program?
Research Question #2
What were the participants’ levels of spiritual formation and perceptions of the
value of missional leadership at the conclusion of the professional development program?
Definition of Terms
The following definitions describe the terms and topics that were under
investigation in this study.
Spiritual Formation
Spiritual formation is a work of God’s grace in which the Holy Spirit transforms
believers in Jesus Christ to be more like him. M. Robert Mulholland defines spiritual
formation as “a process of being conformed to the image of Christ for the sake of others”
(Invitation 12). The process of becoming more like Christ has a biblical basis in 2
Corinthians 3:17-18:
Now the Lord is the Spirit, and where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is
freedom. And all of us, with unveiled faces, seeing the glory of the Lord
as thigh reflected in a mirror, are being transformed into the image from
one degree of glory to another; for this comes from the Lord, the Spirit.
Spiritual formation practices help believers to develop intimacy in their relationship with
God. The purpose of the spiritual formation component in this project was to help
participants cultivate their love relationship with God and to become more like Christ.
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Missional Leadership
Brian Russell defines missional leadership as “influence that unleashes others to
participate in God’s overarching mission for His Creation.” Missional leadership involves
the formation of disciples of Jesus Christ who understand their role in continuing the
ministry of Jesus by reaching out in love to the world as the sent people of God.
Missional leaders do not focus on developing programs, strategies, or techniques. Rather,
they focus on leading people to be formed by the practices and habits of the Christian life
and becoming the sent people God has called them to be. Foundational to missional
leadership is the leader’s own willingness to model Christlike character and a growing
personal relationship with Jesus Christ.
Ministry Intervention
The ministry project was a professional development program in which nine
participants and I engaged in a small group experience focused on spiritual formation
practices, living by a rule of life, and topics pertaining to missional leadership. The
program consisted of ten weekly sessions over a twelve-week span from February to May
2013. Sessions included lunch together, Scripture reading, prayer, conversation, lectio
divina, two video-based teachings, and opportunities for participants to share about their
lives and ministries. Communion was celebrated during the first and last sessions. The
session outlines are located in Appendix E.
The number of participants was limited to a maximum of twelve. Dale Galloway
and Kathi Mills propose, “The ideal number for good group dynamics and for caring and
dialogue is somewhere between eight and twelve” (145). Subjects were full-time pastors
randomly selected from the Cornerstone District of the United Methodist Church. The
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district is located in Western New York on the western side of the Upper New York
Conference. The pastors randomly selected in this study served churches in and around
Chautauqua County. The group sessions were designed to provide an atmosphere where
pastors could focus on spiritual formation and grow in their perception of the value of
missional leadership. Each session began with lunch and lasted two to three hours.
The rationale for this project is that pastors who desire to lead their people to
become Christlike disciples should participate and mentor others in spiritual formation
practices that enable one to grow in grace and to develop personal characteristics of
missional leaders. In addition to participating in the professional development program
consisting of small group spiritual formation practices, participants committed to
developing and living by a personal rule of life throughout the project.
Context
The subjects in this study were full-time pastors from the Cornerstone District in
the Upper New York Conference of the United Methodist Church. The region is located
in the mostly rural, western part of New York State, approximately sixty miles south of
Buffalo, New York. According to the United States Census Bureau, Chautauqua County
had a population of 134,905 in 2010. From 2007 to 2011, the median household income
was $41,432. The percentage of families living below the poverty level was 17.7. The
vast majority of residents are racially Caucasian (94.2 percent). Most residents are
Protestant but Roman Catholics are also a sizable component of the population (State and
County QuickFacts).
The small group meetings were held in a comfortable classroom at Bemus Point
United Methodist Church, which is conveniently located near Interstate 86, in Bemus
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Point, New York. The participants’ commuting distances from their churches to Bemus
Point ranged from eleven to sixty-one miles. On two occasions the group met following
regularly scheduled district pastors’ meetings at alternate locations. These sessions were
scheduled to coincide with required district meetings for the purpose of convenience and
to be sensitive to the time demands on full-time pastors.
Methodology
This project utilized a mixed-methods research approach involving both
qualitative and quantitative data. I gathered qualitative data from the responses, attitudes,
and perceptions of the subjects: “Qualitative research has its origins in descriptive
analysis, and is essentially an inductive process, reasoning from the specific situation to a
general conclusion” (Wiersma and Jurs 13). A ten-point Likert scale measured
quantitative data. The twelve-week study consisted of a total of ten sessions. Subjects
committed to develop and live by a rule of life and to attend the group sessions. I
encouraged them to share their reflections via E-Mail between the sessions.
Responses to two researcher-designed interview protocols measured the
participants’ changes in levels of spiritual formation and perception of the value of
missional leadership. I interviewed the subjects two separate times, before and after the
project, to inquire about their spiritual formation practices, their relationship with God,
and their evolving perceptions of the value of missional leadership. I developed the
interview questions based on the characteristics of missional leaders located in Appendix
B. The pre-project interview protocol is located in Appendix C. The post-project
interview protocol is located in Appendix D. Data was also collected from research
reflections and field notes.
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Participants
The subjects in this study consisted of nine males serving as full-time pastors in
the Cornerstone District of the Upper New York Conference of the United Methodist
Church. The names of the twenty-six full-time pastors in the district were placed in a
basket. Eighteen names were randomly selected to receive invitations to participate in the
project. Nine of the eighteen agreed to participate. I served as a participant-observer. The
mean age was 46.1. The racial makeup of the group consisted of nine Caucasians. The
mean number of years in full-time ministry was 14.4.
Instrumentation
The primary instrument in this study was a researcher-designed semistructured
interview administered at the beginning and conclusion of the ten-session study. I also
collected data by recording my observations after each session and by gathering written
reflections from the participants when they shared them via E-Mail between sessions.
Variables
The independent variable in this study was a ten-session, small group professional
development program. The dependent variable was the changes in the participants’ levels
of spiritual formation and perceptions of the value of missional leadership. The primary
variable in this study was the extent to which participation led to greater levels of
spiritual formation and growing perception of the value of missional leadership.
Data Collection
Several methods of data collection were used throughout the study. I received
descriptive and narrative material via researcher-designed pre-project and post-project
semistructured interviews, researcher observations, field notes, and written E-Mail
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responses from the participants. I conducted interviews the week prior to the first session
and during the week following the last session. I recorded the interviews on a handheld
digital recording device. Subjects provided their written permission. I sent out E-Mails
throughout the project and invited responses and reflections from the group.
Data Analysis
The data collected in this study were both qualitative and quantitative in nature.
The interviews were transcribed and entered into Microsoft Word documents. I analyzed
the content of the data to look for similar trends in the verbal and written responses of the
participants. The Find function was used to identify common themes emerging in the
data. I defined the categories that emerged in the data and classified responses
accordingly. After classifying the data, I drew conclusions concerning the impact of the
professional development program on the participants’ levels of spiritual formation and
perceptions of the value of missional leadership. Quantitative data were obtained using a
ten-point Likert scale. Differences between pre-project, post-project and mean scores
were calculated to analyze the data.
Generalizability
This study was designed to be a catalyst for growth in the participants’ levels of
spiritual formation and perception of the value of missional leadership. The primary
variable in this study was the extent that small group participation led to greater levels of
spiritual formation and perception of the value of missional leadership. Participation in
the small group alone was not the sole factor in the spiritual lives of the pastors involved
in the group. The study is not generalizable due to the limited number of subjects who
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were able to participate in the professional development program and the small
geographic area from which they were selected.
Theological Foundation
The primary theological foundation for this study is the Trinity. God is three
coequal, coeternal persons revealed in one God. The Trinity exists in a self-giving
relational fellowship of love and sacrifice. The Triune God exemplifies the relationships
that human beings should have with God and one another and the nature of God to reach
out in love to create and redeem.
Many passages and themes in Scripture speak to the nexus between a relationship
with God and a focus on reaching out in love to others. In John 15, Jesus describes his
relationship with his followers using the metaphor of the vine and the branches. Jesus
said, “Remain in me, and I will remain in you. No branch can bear fruit by itself; it must
remain in the vine. Neither can you bear fruit unless you remain in me” (John 15:4, NIV).
Good works flow out of one’s relationship with Christ.
Throughout the Gospels, Jesus modeled missional leadership through his
interactions with the disciples. Jesus revealed his mission in Luke 4:18-19 and then called
Peter and the first disciples to follow him and to “catch people” (Luke 5:10) in chapter
five. Simon Peter and other fishermen have had a long night of unsuccessful fishing.
Jesus told them to put the boat out into the deep water. They caught so many fish that the
nets began to break, and the two boats began to sink. Jesus told them that from that point
forward they would be catching people. Simon Peter, James, and John left everything
behind to follow Jesus. They realized that Jesus called them to join him in the mission to
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proclaim the good news of the kingdom of God. The call to follow Jesus includes a call to
live a missional lifestyle.
The nature of God relates to the activity to which believers are called. The
primary motive for engaging in the work of God’s mission is not solely that the Bible
mandates it; rather, the mission of God proceeds from the very essence and nature of the
Triune God. The Bible not only mandates mission but exists as witness to God’s work in
the world prior to its pages being written (C. Wright 22). Mission precedes both the Bible
and the formation of the Church.
The story of God’s mission is woven throughout the pages of the Bible.
Throughout the third Gospel and the book of Acts, Luke provides a record of the ministry
of Jesus and the missionary work that was continued by the apostles. Much insight can be
gained regarding missional leadership in the call stories of the disciples.
Luke 5:1-11 gives the account of the miraculous catch of fish and the calling of
Simon Peter and the first disciples. The pericope begins as Jesus taught the crowd beside
the lake of Gennesaret. He was likely teaching the crowd about the good news of the
kingdom of God, based on what Luke records in chapter four (Just 205). In chapter four,
Jesus declared his identity and mission as he read from the prophet Isaiah:
The Spirit of the Lord is upon me, because he has anointed me to bring
good news to the poor. He has sent me to proclaim release to the captives
and recovery of sight to the blind, to let the oppressed go free, to proclaim
the year of the Lord’s favor. (Luke 4:18-19)
Tom Wright contends that Jesus was proclaiming that he was the Messiah who had come
to bring God’s love, mercy, and healing to everyone (48).
After Jesus finished teaching the crowd, he told Simon to put the boat out into the
deep water and to cast the nets. The fishermen had been washing their nets, preparing for
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their next outing, even though they had caught nothing. Simon Peter seemed reluctant,
almost as if he did not expect that they would catch anything. After all, they had been
fishing all night long with no success. Night fishing in deep water gave them the best
chance of catching fish (Carson 989). However, Peter was willing to listen to Jesus
because he knew Jesus was not just any ordinary person. After all, Jesus had just healed
Peter’s mother-in-law in Luke 4. Peter’s past experiences with Jesus made him willing to
do as he said.
When Jesus instructed them to let down the nets in the deep water, Simon
responded to Jesus by calling him “Master” (Luke 5:5). Simon told Jesus they had caught
nothing but said to Jesus, “If you [emphasis mine] say so, I will let down the nets” (Luke
5:5). When they let down the nets in deep water, they catch so many fish that the nets
begin to break and both boats begin to sink (5:6-7). The text emphasizes the quantity and
abundance of fish. This success contrasted with their previous night of working hard all
night and catching nothing.
The great catch of fish has important implications regarding how things work in
the kingdom of God. The coming of the kingdom of God involves “setting the world to
rights.… [Jesus’] invitation to people to ‘enter’ the kingdom was a way of summoning
them to allegiance to himself and his programme, seen as the start of God’s long-awaited
saving reign” (T. Wright 310). Kingdom work that is done on human power alone will
surely not yield the results that come when relying on the power and guidance of the
Spirit of Jesus. Pastors can work to the point of exhaustion on human strength alone
trying to maintain churches, as the fishermen washed and maintained their nets, yet still
have little or no measurable results. The main priority of Christian leaders is not to busy
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themselves in ministry but to know the heart of Jesus and love him (Nouwen 41). At the
heart of proclaiming the kingdom of God is having a relationship with the coming King.
When Peter saw the great catch of fish, he fell down at Jesus’ knees and said, “Go
away from me, Lord, for I am a sinful man!” (Luke 5:8). The reality, power, and glory of
Jesus confronted him, and he felt lowly and sinful in comparison. This penitence is
similar to Isaiah’s response when he saw the Lord seated upon the throne. Isaiah said,
“Woe is me! I am lost, for I am a man of unclean lips, and I live among a people of
unclean lips; yet my eyes have seen the King, the Lord of hosts!” (Isa. 6:5). Both Peter
and Isaiah experienced fear and the need to repent. Simon Peter and Isaiah demonstrated
that humble and repentant hearts are characteristic of those whom God calls, and both of
their responses to the Lord serve as examples of what God desires. In both stories, Simon
Peter and Isaiah were not called as they sensed their own abilities but as they experienced
the power and glory of the Lord and their own unworthiness. The good news for Peter
and the world is that Jesus did not come to bring condemnation but redemption and a new
creation (Just 209).
Later in Luke 5, the Pharisees and their scribes complained to the disciples about
their willingness to eat with tax collectors and sinners: “Jesus answered, ‘Those who are
well have no need of a physician, but those who are sick; I have come to call not the
righteous but sinners to repentance’” (5:31-32). Peter’s self-declaration as a sinner
prepares the reader to hear that Jesus is a friend of sinners in Luke 7:34 (J. Green, Gospel
231). God desires to reach all people with his love and grace and invites them to follow
him.
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God is looking for people who have humble and contrite hearts. Later in Luke,
two men went to the temple to pray. As the Pharisee prayed, he thanked God that he was
“not like other people: thieves, rogues, adulterers, or even like this tax collector” (18:11).
He then mentioned all his good deeds. In contrast, the tax collector “was beating his
breast and saying, ‘God, be merciful to me, a sinner!’” Jesus said that the tax collector
went home justified: “For all who exalt themselves will be humbled, but all who humble
themselves will be exalted” (18:14). Rather than exalting themselves, Jesus wanted his
followers to exalt him with their worship. Worship demonstrates one’s love and devotion
to God. As believers come to him with hearts of repentance, gratitude, and expectation,
they are forgiven and transformed into his image.
The passage in Luke 5 states that all who were there were amazed at the catch of
fish (5:9). Jesus told Simon, “Do not be afraid; from now on you will be catching people”
(5:10). The words used for “catching people” are akin to the wording of Joshua 2:13
where life was spared and people were caught alive so that they could be liberated (J.
Green, Gospel 234-35). Followers of Jesus are privileged to be a part of saving lives as
they seek to connect people with the One who said he is the life (John 14:6).
Eddie Gibbs discusses the connection between discipleship and mission: “The
disciples understand that Jesus not only calls them to follow but also to ‘fish’; by
following they will learn how to draw people into the ‘net’ of the kingdom of God” (83).
Following Jesus involves fishing for new followers.
Jesus invited the disciples to participate in the divine purpose of salvation and
called Simon Peter and the disciples to “catch people.” He powerfully showed them that
he was capable of anything. James and John, as partners with Simon, were in the group
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and were willing to leave everything to follow Jesus (Luke 5:11), including two boats,
their fishing equipment, their occupation, and undoubtedly a profitable catch of fish that
could have been sold.
Jesus had an alternative way of life and a new purpose for Peter and the others to
claim: “Leaving all that has been of value, they will now find their fundamental sense of
belonging and being in relationship to Jesus, the community being built around him, and
the redemptive purpose he serves” (J. Green, Gospel 235). Missional leadership as
modeled by Jesus is about proclaiming the kingdom of God and calling people to a
radically new way of living.
In a cultural milieu where the church is no longer at the center of society, pastors
may relate to the disciples, who washed their nets after not catching any fish, and liken
their efforts to their own daily pattern of working in a ministry setting that is not
effectively reaching people. Many pastors can identify with Simon’s statement of
working for a long time with nothing or little in return.
Luke 5:1-11 offers renewed hope for those who are called to follow Jesus in
ministry:
Most transparent is the nexus between catching fish and proclaiming the
word: success in fishing, under Jesus’ authority, is a prophetic symbol for
the mission in which Peter and the others will participate, while Jesus
himself, in his word and miraculous deed, is himself engaged in catching.
(J. Green, Gospel 233)
The story implies that the mission of bringing people into the kingdom will be like the
catch of fish that Peter and the others experienced (T. Wright 54). Jesus did not call his
followers to minister in isolation but to partner with him and to be in ministry as a
community.
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Fishing for people in partnership with Jesus is a model and corrective for pastors
who have the tendency to do ministry without depending on God and relying solely on
human skills and abilities. Christians who stay connected to Jesus will bear much fruit;
without him, they will accomplish nothing (John 15:5). Ministers who try to do ministry
in their own strength will feel tired and worn out even as they stare into empty nets.
Luke 5:1-11 is a challenge to the reader never to underestimate what God can do
in the lives and ministries of those who are faithful to him. Peter’s missionary success,
like the great catch of fish, is not dependent on him but on the Lord (Brown, Fitzmyer,
and Murphy 692). Kingdom work is not accomplished on human strength alone but in
partnership with God.
Jesus called his disciples to follow him and continue his ministry to all people. He
desired his followers to partner with him in making the kingdom a reality here on earth as
it is in heaven (Matt. 6:10). He invited his disciples to participate with him in bringing
good news to the poor and proclaiming release to the captives and recovery of sight to the
blind. He did not want anyone to be left out. His desire was to have the good news of the
kingdom reach “as many people as possible” (T. Wright 55). Christians are called to
partner with Jesus in his work of redeeming the earth and serving in the here and now.
According to Matthew 25, judgment is based on one’s willingness to take care of the least
of these. Judgment awaits those who neglect meeting the needs of the hungry, thirsty,
naked, and poor.
The command to reach out to the poor and the oppressed is hindered in society by
the consumerism and materialism that Luke warns against throughout his gospel. Peter,
James, and John were willing to leave everything to follow Jesus: “When Jesus calls, he
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certainly does demand everything, but only because he has already given everything
himself, and has plans in store, for us and the world, that we would never have dreamed
of” (T. Wright 55). The desire to make Christ and his kingdom preeminent causes
believers to evaluate the role of money and material possessions in their lives prayerfully.
Responding to Jesus’ invitation to join him in bringing “good news to the poor” has
important financial implications. In Luke 14:33, Jesus said, “So therefore, none of you
can become my disciple if you do not give up all your possessions.” Disciples who seek
to follow Jesus wholeheartedly cannot escape these words and their implications for their
lives.
North American culture teaches that individuals should never be satisfied with
what they have. One of the main opponents to faithful discipleship is “the rule of Money”
(J. Green, Gospel 24). Luke 5:11 says “they left everything” to follow Jesus. The time
and attention given to earning and spending money has a large effect on one’s ability to
follow Jesus wholeheartedly. In Luke 3:11, John the Baptist said, “Whoever has two
coats must share with anyone who has none; and whoever has food must do likewise.”
According to Joel B. Green, “The response of the disciples to Jesus’ call in 5:11, ‘they
left everything and followed him,’ draws attention to a key theme in the Lukan narrative,
the place of possessions among those who follow Jesus” (Gospel 229). Followers of Jesus
are taught to hold money and possessions loosely and focus their attention toward those
who are in need.
The call to leave everything to follow Jesus has significant impact on how to view
personal finances. Jesus said, “No slave can serve two masters; for a slave will either hate
the one and love the other, or be devoted to the one and despise the other. You cannot
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serve God and wealth” (Luke 16:13). Sometimes thoughts of job security, salaries, and
how much to put away in a retirement plan can threaten to squeeze out passion for Jesus
and his mission to reach the poor, lost, and oppressed.
Luke 5:1-11 exemplifies several key principles of following Jesus in mission to
the world and how to model a missional lifestyle. Before Jesus called the disciples in this
story, he had already begun modeling incarnational ministry. God came in the flesh to
reach sinful people, redeem them through his death and resurrection, and call them to
follow him. Jesus was willing to associate with sinners and go where they were. In Luke
5, Jesus told Peter to put the boats out into the deep water at a time when the prospects
for fishing looked bleak. Missional leaders are called to equip people for incarnational
ministry and to engage in this type of ministry themselves.
One important principle for reaching people is to meet them where they are,
using an approach that will build bridges to them, rather than push them away. This
approach means contextualizing the gospel message and conversing with them using
language they understand. Jesus demonstrated this principle when he called Simon by
using words that he easily understood. Jesus spoke the language of Simon’s occupation.
Effectively casting vision, equipping believers for the work of ministry, and reaching
people with the gospel of Jesus Christ necessitates communication that is clear and
readily understood.
One explanation of Luke 5:1-11 is that it demonstrates how disciples should
respond to the ministry and call of Jesus (J. Green, Gospel 230). Martin Luther asserts
that the greatest miracle in this passage is not the miraculous catch of fish but the
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transformation that takes place in the life of Peter (qtd. in Just 204). Learning to follow
Jesus as a disciple is a prerequisite for becoming a leader of Christ followers.
Peter was willing to leave everything to follow Jesus. Arthur A. Just contends that
the significance of the Luke 5:1-11 pericope is not the miracle of the fish “but in Peter’s
call to bear Christ’s presence into the world” (205). Pastors model to their congregations
following Jesus wholeheartedly into ministry in the world. Missional leaders equip and
train people to engage culture and to catch people in their communities.
Luke repeatedly shows that Jesus was a friend of sinners and that lost people
matter to God (Luke 15). Peter recognized himself as a sinful man. Jesus and his
followers ministered to sinners and outcasts in society. Church leaders should not expect
the people to seek out a pastor and walk through the doors of the church on a Sunday
morning. Although pastors prepare for and expect visitors to attend weekend worship
services, leaders are called to equip their people to go “out into deep water” and go where
people already are (Luke 5:4). This emphasis on relational ministry and evangelism
means that pastors must teach their people to live missionally in the marketplace, in their
communities, and with family and friends.
Jesus told Peter to put the boat out into deep water. He did not say, “Let’s stay
right here and see if any fish will jump into the boat.” This instruction suggests that
Christians may have to seek out opportunities to serve. Gibbs contends, “[M]issional
leaders must be prepared to operate outside of the church subculture” (147). Day-to-day
activities in the community, in the marketplace, and at work provide opportunities to
catch fish and participate in the ministry and mission of Jesus.
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Followers of Jesus are not called to push the gospel coercively on people but to
live it out in the community and invite people to follow Jesus Christ. Jesus did not force
Peter to follow him but gave him an invitation. Missional leaders prayerfully seek where
God is at work in the community and the world, join him in ministering to people, and
invite others to follow along.
Followers of Jesus Christ are never called to follow him alone. In Luke 5:11,
Simon Peter and the others left everything and followed Jesus together. Living as a
disciple of Jesus Christ is not always an easy road. Backlash, persecution, and problems
may come along the way. Pastoral leaders are all too familiar with the emotional toll that
full-time ministry can have on individuals, especially those who are not content with
maintaining the status quo.
Disciples of Jesus and missional leaders are called to follow him obediently, even
in the midst of hardship, persecution, and uncertainty. When Jesus told Peter to let down
the nets in deep water, Peter doubted that anything good would come of it. However, he
obediently followed the command even though, as a professional fisherman, he did not
think he would catch anything. After the great catch of fish, Jesus said that they would
catch people. When they returned to the shore, they left everything to follow Jesus.
They did not know exactly where Jesus would lead them. Peter still had a lot of
unanswered questions and was learning what it would mean to be a fisher of people: “To
capture people alive is to declare the kingdom of God in Jesus (4:43) and bring them into
that kingdom” (Just 210). Followers of Jesus Christ are called to make disciples who, in
turn, make new disciples. The ability to follow comes when one has experienced the
forgiveness and mercy of Jesus (Stein 170). Those who have been impacted by the love
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and grace of Jesus Christ desire to share the good news of the kingdom with others and
are intentional about casting their nets toward those who are lost.
Overview
In Chapter 2, the literature pertaining to this project is reviewed. Chapter 3
describes the research design and methodology in greater detail. Chapter 4 provides a
summary of the findings. Chapter 5 discusses the major findings and conclusions.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE
Spiritual Formation in the Lives of Leaders
Church leadership is crucial to the task of changing the world. Bill Hybels
expresses his thoughts about the importance of leadership in the local church: “The local
church is the hope of the world and its future rests primarily in the hands of its leaders”
(27). Church leaders play a vital role in how effective a church is in fulfilling its mission.
The decline seen in many North American churches suggests that leaders are needed who
can influence their churches and their people to become the church God is building in the
twenty-first century.
Leadership involves the influence one has on others. Ken Blanchard and Phil
Hodges write about the type of influence that constitutes leadership: “Leadership is a
process of influence. Anytime you seek to influence the thinking, behavior, or
development of people toward accomplishing a goal in their personal or professional
lives, you are taking on the role of a leader” (5). Leaders can influence their followers
through both their words and actions.
One important component of Christian leadership is the ability of leaders to
influence others by modeling the character and nature of Jesus Christ. George Barna
writes, “A Christian leader is someone who is called by God to lead; leads with and
through Christlike character; and demonstrates the functional competencies that permit
effective leadership to take place” (25). Effective leadership, according to Henry T. and
Richard Blackaby, is simply the ability to move people “onto God’s agenda” (20).
Whether referring to Christian leadership in terms of a leader’s ability to influence others
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to pursue God’s purposes or the leader’s responsibility to reflect the character of Christ,
Christian leadership requires leaders to focus on their own spiritual growth.
Even the business world shows a growing awareness and recognition that the
inner lives of leaders play a vital role in their leadership. Leaders are expected to
“embody their group’s most precious values and beliefs” (Bolman and Deal 62). Jim
Collins writes, “Level 5 Leaders embody a paradoxical mix of personal humility and
professional will” (39). Successful leadership is linked as much to personal integrity and
authenticity as it is to a set of strategies, procedures, or skills (Quinn 1).
Many books have been written on the impact that the Christian leaders’ own
spiritual lives and character have on their ability to lead. Alan J. Roxburgh and Fred
Romanuk contend that the goal of missional leadership is to know God (117). In and
through the journey of knowing, loving, and serving God, persons discover their true
identity and the purpose for which they were created.
A critical component of the Christian life is having a firm conviction regarding
who one is in relation to God. Blanchard and Hodges believe that leaders must know who
they are and to whom they belong (21). The assurance that one is a child of God through
faith in Christ (John 1:12) prevents them from seeking alternative identity and status from
unhealthy sources. Christian leadership can quickly become secular and regress to power
and control when it is not based firmly on a love relationship with God (Nouwen 79).
Believers who know who they are in Christ, and that they are beloved children of God,
have a solid foundation for life and ministry. This foundation is essential for all who seek
positions of spiritual leadership.
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The spiritual life and identity of leaders have a significant impact on the quality
and effectiveness of their leadership. Timothy C. Geoffrion says “[E]very aspect of
leadership is influenced by our spirituality” (xix). Furthermore, to be the leaders that God
has called them to be and to bear lasting fruit, he contends that they need a personal
transformation of their hearts, minds, and souls that results in a change in their leadership
(7). This transformation requires their willingness to “draw on spiritual practices and
principles” (27) that have been formational for people throughout the centuries.
Growing in the likeness of Christ and developing deeper intimacy with him
requires spending time in prayer, Scripture reading, worship, service, and small group
fellowship. A primary role for pastors, churches, and Christian leaders is teaching and
modeling how to engage in spiritual formation practices:
An important capacity for the missional leader is the ability to mentor and
coach people into some of the critical practices and habits that form the
character and identity of a Christian community: dwelling regularly in the
Scriptures; cultivating the habit of listening with the desire to hear the
other; regular practice of keeping a daily office of prayer, Scripture, and
silence; and regularly giving hospitality to the stranger. The missional life
of the people develops through these habits and practices. (Roxburgh and
Romanuk 115)
Therefore, missional leadership is dependent upon the willingness of leaders to commit to
daily and weekly practices and to make their own spiritual formation their utmost
priority.
A commitment to prayer is essential for spiritual leaders:
[Prayer is] an act that is primary to all other activity, the source of the
church’s power to witness in word and deed to what has happened in the
world because of Jesus Christ. Prayer is not so much an “activity” as a
way of life for the church. (Willimon 75)
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Prayer should be central to the life of the Church, rather than an afterthought. Jesus
reminded the money changers in the temple that “[m]y house shall be called a house of
prayer” (Matt. 21:13, NRSV).
Christians who prioritize a life of prayer enhance their ability to discern how God
is leading them to reach out in ministry. Without a clear understanding of God’s will,
pastors will be tempted simply to follow the latest fads and trends. Many programs and
church growth events are attractive for pastors seeking discipleship opportunities for their
congregations. Churches that lack God’s clear direction have the tendency of doing too
many things and failing to focus on those specific areas to which they are called. Pastors
must spend personal time with God in order to discern his will effectively for their lives
and ministries.
Blackaby and Blackaby discuss the importance of leaders who know God’s will
for their lives. They stress the fact that Jesus sought his Father’s will and carried out the
vision his Father gave him. The Father’s will is summed up in the Great Commandment
to love God with all of one’s heart and mind and strength and to love our neighbor as
oneself. Thomas Merton contends that believers can discern the will of God through their
relationships with others. One of the ways that the will of God is communicated to them
is through others in the body of Christ (38). Believers who fellowship and seek God
together can corporately discern what God is saying to individuals and the group as a
whole. The relationships believers have with God and others are critical to living the
Christian life.
Mission must flow out of an interior life of love for God and people. Merton
writes that Christian action and service must flow from a life of grace (8). Exterior works
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apart from a relationship with God fall short of what God desires for believers. When
Christians have union with Christ, their lives have an external focus as they live
externally through acts of service and mission. Their outward acts are not motivated by a
sense of duty and obligation but “are a personal response of love to the desire of a human
Heart filled with divine love for us” (64). Self-sacrificing, self-giving love for others was
modeled most clearly and compellingly by Jesus’ willingness to lay down his life for
humanity. His love for the world and his willingness to submit to the will of the Father
led him to fulfill God’s ultimate plan of redemption.
Partnering with God in the mission to reach and redeem the world flows out of the
identity of believers as children of God. Jesus’ own identity was confirmed at his baptism
as the Holy Spirit descended upon him and the voice from heaven declared him the
beloved Son (Luke 3:21-22). Merton writes that having a concept of God as a loving and
compassionate Father allows Christians to overcome their weaknesses and failures and to
do whatever God calls them to do. If believers view God as a distant ruler and judge,
without having an intimate relationship with him, they will be unable to live the Christian
life as God intends (31). Being confident of who God is as a loving, self-giving, and selfsending God and who one is in relation to God is foundational to living the Christian life.
The Bible speaks of the love of God throughout its pages. The love of God the
Father led him to send his one and only Son (John 3:16). Jesus showed the extent of his
love by relinquishing his will to the Father (Luke 22:42) and going to the cross. He died a
painful and humiliating death as an atoning sacrifice for human sin and as the means to
redemption. True love is not focused on self but on the good and well-being of others.
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Jesus said that the greatest love is when one is willing to lay down his or her life for his
or her friends (John 15:13).
The self-sacrificing love of Jesus is a lesson for Christian leaders. Christian
leadership is not based on worldly measures of success and upward mobility, but on a
willingness to emulate the humility of Christ. Christ was willing to serve others and give
of himself even to the point of death (Phil 2:8). His death was not just any death but death
by crucifixion at the hands of Roman soldiers. The leadership of Jesus is vastly different
from a self-seeking leadership that focuses on attaining power and control. Henri J. M.
Nouwen describes true Christian leaders as those who willingly lay down power in favor
of love (82). They are “so deeply in love with Jesus that they are willing to follow him
wherever he guides them, always trusting that, with him, they will find life and find it
abundantly” (84). A key component of missional leadership is the ability to model
humility, love, and surrender.
The spiritual lives of Christian leaders can be cultivated in the context of small
groups. Group members can support one another and hold each other accountable as they
seek to grow as followers of Christ. Much has been written about the benefit of small
groups on the spiritual lives of those who participate. George Hunter discusses the
effectiveness of small groups in preparing participants for outreach and mission:
There is no doubt that small groups, in which scripture, prayer, and
nurture are experienced, do make a difference in people’s lives. But do
they, in fact, help prepare their group members for outreach and witness?
My own interviews in churches have revealed that people who do engage
in witness and inviting are very likely to be involved in a small group
where people share their experiences and discuss the faith. This acquired
facility for faith sharing then extends, somewhat naturally, into the other
relationships of their life. (115)
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Pastors who participate in these groups themselves can be examples to their
congregations as they promote small groups that lead to spiritual growth and mission.
Strong pastoral leaders consistently engage in spiritual formation practices and equip
their congregations to do the same (Jones and Armstrong 59).
Participation in small groups and spending time with God through spiritual
formation practices can generate passion in leaders. As leaders cultivate their relationship
with Jesus Christ, they begin to have a greater yearning for the things that matter to God.
Dale Galloway discusses four ways that pastoral leaders can renew their passion:
1. Passion often comes out of where a person meets God and where he or
she has been touched spiritually.…
2. Ongoing passion also comes from quiet times with God.…
3. Passion also comes from spending time with others who are
passionate.…
4. Another way to renew passion is by taking time away to dream. (14)
Renewing passion for God and ministry comes when leaders create space and opportunity
in their lives to receive God’s grace and transforming love.
Spiritual Formation Practices
Spiritual formation is the process in which God shapes the character of believers
and conforms them to the image of Christ. As they become more like Jesus Christ, they
grow in their love for God and develop a greater passion for intimacy with the Lord. The
Apostle Paul’s prayer for the Ephesians is an example of what Christians should seek in
their spiritual lives:
I pray that out of his glorious riches he may strengthen you with power
through his Spirit in your inner being, so that Christ may dwell in your
hearts through faith. And I pray that you, being rooted and established in
love, may have power, together with all the saints, to grasp how wide and
long and high and deep is the love of Christ, and to know this love that
surpasses knowledge—that you may be filled to the measure of all the
fullness of God. (Eph. 3:16-19, NIV)
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As God works in the lives of believers, they have a greater understanding of God’s love
and more power for living the Christian life.
Christians who desire to know God and grow spiritually have engaged in spiritual
formation practices throughout the centuries. Spiritual formation practices are habits that
enable believers to experience God’s grace and the transforming work of the Holy Spirit.
The process of being conformed to the likeness of Christ is a work of grace. Spiritual
formation practices make one available to the grace of God. Dallas Willard describes
spiritual formation practices and their benefits in great detail:
A discipline is any activity within our power that we engage in to enable
us to do what we cannot do by direct effort.… They are disciplines
designed to help us be active and effective in the spiritual realm of our
own heart, now spiritually alive by grace, in relation to God and his
kingdom. They are designed to help us withdraw from total dependence on
the merely human or natural (and in that precise sense to mortify the
“flesh,” kill it off, let it die) and to depend also on the ultimate reality,
which is God and his kingdom. (353)
Therefore, spiritual formation practices lead to changes in attitudes, behavior, and
affections of the heart. They help believers to connect with God and to grow in their
dependence upon him.
Rule of Life
A rule of life is a plan and a pattern for engaging in spiritual formation practices
and experiences that foster an intimate relationship with God, healthy relationships with
people, and a healthy self:
A rule of life is a pattern of spiritual disciplines that provides structure and
direction for growth in holiness.… It is meant to help us establish a
rhythm of daily living, a basic order with which new freedoms can grow.
(Thompson 146)
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Developing a plan helps believers to practice spiritual disciplines faithfully.
A rule of life is important because it is not enough simply to understand the
benefits of spiritual formation practices. Believers who know how to engage in spiritual
formation practices but do not incorporate them into their lives will not experience
spiritual transformation. Furthermore, spiritual formation practices alone do not
transform believers. Spiritual formation practices simply place them on the path where
God can transform them by his grace (Foster 8). When believers make themselves
available to the sanctifying work of the Holy Spirit, God transforms them from the inside
out.
Prayer
Prayer is essential for cultivating a relationship with God that is personal and
growing. Throughout the Gospels Jesus withdrew to a quiet place to pray. Although he
constantly encountered people in need, he took time away from ministry to pray. Jesus’
prayer life demonstrated the priority he placed on his relationship with the Father:
“Prayer expresses our relationship with God… The health and vitality of this relationship
depend on clarity and frequency of communication” (Thompson 33). Abiding in Christ
through a life of prayer gives believers strength and power to live as disciples of Jesus
Christ.
Meditation
Christian meditation is a spiritual formation practice whereby believers focus on
the character, nature, and word of God. It is a practice through which they connect and
commune with the living God. Richard J. Foster describes meditation as a method
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whereby Christians can give Christ the opportunity to build “an inner sanctuary of the
heart” (20). It leads to a greater ability to receive and offer love to God:
If anyone is to love God and have his or her life filled with that love, God
in his glorious reality must be brought before the mind and kept there in
such a way that the mind takes root and stays fixed there. (Willard 324)
Furthermore, it provides space for Christian leaders to bask in the presence of God as
they reflect on how they are responding to the love of God by loving him and others in
return (Nouwen 42).
Fasting
Christians have practiced fasting throughout the centuries as a way to deny
themselves food or a behavior so that they can give greater focus to the spiritual
nourishment that comes through God. Willard says he fasts so that he can focus on
“another food” to sustain him (353). Jesus fasted forty days before beginning his public
ministry (Matt. 4). Fasting leads to spiritual breakthroughs and is a means to receive
God’s grace and blessing (Foster 60). It is a practice that helps believers to hear from
God and give their total attention to him.
Scripture
One essential spiritual formation practice is reading Scripture. For followers of
Jesus Christ, one of the main purposes of reading Scripture is to be formed and
transformed into the people God is calling them to be. J. Green writes, “We come not so
much to retrieve facts or to gain information, but to be formed” (Seized by Truth 173).
Mulholland discusses the “contrast between the informational and the formational
approach to scripture” (Shaped by the Word 47). Pastors are often tempted to open up a
biblical text with the agenda of finding the sermon or Bible study contained in it. Reading
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with the goal of transformation requires submission to the text and allowing the Holy
Spirit to speak without any attempt to control the text. Willard memorizes and meditates
“on scripture that the order of God’s kingdom would become the order and power of my
mind and my life” (353).Spiritual reading for the purpose of transformation consists of
slowly reading and reflecting on small portions of Scripture.
Lectio divina, the ancient spiritual exercise of meditating on Scripture, has been
practiced throughout the centuries: “Lectio turns to the scripture for nurture, comfort, and
refreshment. Lectio is an encounter with the living God; it is prayer” (“Prayer Methods”).
Geoffrion provides a sample curriculum for practicing lectio divina in a group. He
suggests that a thirty to sixty-minute session include time for prayer, reading and
reflection. The first few minutes are spent in silent prayer and preparation. Next, the
group reads a biblical text. Group members listen for words or phrases that especially
speak to them and they share those with others. The text is read a second time to allow
group members to “enter the story with their imagination” (207). After another brief time
of reflection, they are encouraged to discuss their experiences. The group reads the
passage a third time to be attentive to what the Holy Spirit is saying to them through the
text about their lives. The final moments of the session are spent in reflection, silent and
spoken prayer, and open discussion regarding the text (207).
Michael Barram asserts that in order to read the Bible faithfully and critically, one
must ask missional questions: “We could [read] passage after passage in which various
questions lead to crucial insights, refreshed priorities, and more faithful discipleship” (2).
Darrell Guder delineates five questions for biblical study and interpretation that provide a
framework for those wanting to engage the Scriptures from a missional perspective:
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1. How does this text evangelize us (the gospel question)?
2. How does the text convert us (the change question)?
3. How does the text read us (the context question)?
4. How does the text focus us (the future question)?
5. How does the text send us (the mission question)? (qtd. in Barram 3).
These questions serve as an example of how missional leaders can teach people to engage
the Scriptures in a way that shapes their imagination and understanding of who God is
calling them to be.
Worship
Personal and corporate worship is the expression of love, praise, adoration, and
thanksgiving to the living God. The apostle Paul writes that believers should “offer [their]
bodies as living sacrifices, holy and pleasing to God” as a “spiritual act of worship”
(Rom. 12:1). Believers can worship God anywhere at any time as they focus on the
beauty, holiness and love of God. William Temple describes the nature of worship and its
effects on believers:
To worship is to quicken the conscience by the holiness of God, to feed
the mind with the truth of God, to purge the imagination by the beauty of
God, to open the heart to the love of God, to devote the will to the purpose
of God. (qtd. in Foster 158)
Worship is a vital practice in the lives of believers who want to honor God, experience
transformation, and discover God’s will for their lives.
Hospitality
According to Marjorie Thompson, “hospitality means receiving the other, from
the heart, into my own dwelling place. It entails providing for the need, comfort, and
delight of the other with all the openness, respect, freedom, tenderness, and the joy that
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love itself embodies” (128). Visitors should be welcomed with love and acceptance. The
practice of hospitality involves being fully present with people and listening with
openness, sincerity, and compassion. It can be practiced anywhere by being attentive to
people and learning to treat them as if they were Christ. According to Elizabeth Canham,
“Benedict says, ‘Be here; find Christ in the restless stranger, demanding parent,
insensitive employer, dull preacher, lukewarm congregation….’ Create a hospitable space
for whoever and whatever God sends into [your] lives now” (qtd. in Thompson 135). The
practice of hospitality gives believers the opportunity to welcome others as Christ has
welcomed them.
Community
The Christian life is not supposed to be lived in isolation. Christians are a part of
the body of Christ, and every member is important in contributing to the larger
community. L. Gregory Jones and Kevin R. Armstrong argue, “Christian discipleship is
fundamentally learned and lived in and through the practices of Christian communities”
(61). Christians need one another for spiritual growth and encouragement.
Community provides a place for Christians to experience accountability and
support in regard to sin and temptation. Christians are instructed to “confess your sins to
each other and pray for each other so that you may be healed” (Jas. 5:16). Friends in
Christ who have developed trust and know each other well enough “can challenge the
sins we have come to love, affirm gifts we are afraid to claim, and dream dreams about
how we can bear witness to God’s kingdom that we otherwise would not have dreamed”
(Jones and Armstrong 65). Finding safe places for Christian leaders to be open about
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their sins and struggles is important in that they are often the least likely to confess their
faults within the Christian community (Nouwen 65).
Christians are called to “submit to one another out of reverence for Christ” (Eph.
5:21). Bill Thrall, Bruce McNicol, and Ken McElrath link vulnerability with love and
biblical submission. Submission has much more to do with a willingness to love than to
control: “Submission means letting someone love you, teach you, or influence you. In
fact, the degree to which we submit to others is the degree to which we will experience
their love.… Submission goes hand in hand with vulnerability” (81). Submission is an
important quality for missional communities that seek to emulate Christ and authentically
live out the call of God on their lives.
Doctrinal Foundations for Missional Leadership
The foundation for prioritizing relationships and reaching out to others in selfgiving love is based on the very nature, character, and behavior of God.
The Trinity
God exists in relationships based on the mutual love, interaction, and intimacy
expressed between the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. Stephen Seamands discusses
Trinitarian ministry as “the ministry of Jesus Christ, the Son, to the Father, through the
Holy Spirit, for the sake of the church and the world” (Ministry, 15).The Trinity sets the
context and informs the Christian understanding of relationships with other human
beings, relationships with God, and ministry in the local church.
The Trinity is the foundation for the concept of sent or missional ministry:
It is the nature of God to reach out. In the Trinity, God the Father
sends the Son, and the Father and the Son send the Holy Spirit, and
the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit send the church into the world.
(Willimon 239)
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The nature of God reveals his desire to send people into the world to engage in mission.
The mission of God is his initiative to “restore and heal creation” (Guder 4). R.
Paul Stevens discusses God’s nature as a sending God. In creation, God sent Adam and
Eve to fill and bless the earth. God the Father sent Jesus the Son to redeem the world
through his death and resurrection. “In Jesus God is both the Sender and the One sent”
(195). The Holy Spirit is sent by the Father and the Son and empowers and sends, along
with the Father and Son, the Church into the world. Stevens summarizes the theology
undergirding mission:
Mission is not a human activity undertaken out of obligation to the great
commission, or even simple gratitude. It is God’s own mission in which
we have been included. It is what God is doing to bless all the nations
through the resurrection of Christ and the outpouring of the Spirit. Mission
work itself is not motivated by the need of the world but by the sending
God who calls and empowers. (197-98)
Thus, mission is an outflow of the love, character, and nature of God.
The Trinity provides more than a basis for mission; believers also learn about
God’s desire for perfect harmony and love in relationships. The Trinity reveals the type
of love and intimacy for which Christians should strive in their relationships with God
and others. The greatest moment in any person’s life is to know personally that they are
loved by God and invited to experience the love that flows between the Father, Son, and
Spirit (Cantalamessa 45). George Cladis contends that God’s desire is to draw human
beings into the loving fellowship of the Trinity (10).
Pastors should communicate the importance of emulating perichoresis in all of the
relationships and teams within the local church (Cladis 4). Perichoresis, described by
John of Damascus in the seventh century, literally means “circle dance” and gives the
image of the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit sharing unity, intimacy, equality, and love (4).
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Believers in Jesus Christ who gather together in small groups can experience the love of
God and cultivate intimacy with God and others as they seek to build perichoretic
relationships with one another.
The Trinity models the unconditional and unending love that should be
experienced in and through the Church. The Church is the body of Christ and should not
be viewed as a collection of individuals but as a loving fellowship characterized by
growing relationships. Members of the body of Christ are called and commanded to love
and care for one another (Guder 108). The love and care that Christians demonstrate
toward each other is a witness to a watching world and enhances the mission and ministry
of the Church.
The Work of the Holy Spirit
An emphasis on prayer and the work of the Holy Spirit often go hand in hand.
Churches in North America would look vastly different if they received a fresh touch and
infilling of the Holy Spirit. Countless lives would be transformed, churches would be
revitalized, and relationships would be healed. Without the power of the Holy Spirit,
words are empty and lives are devoid of the inspiration believers need for effectiveness in
ministry:
It is therefore from the Holy Spirit that the Church, and every preacher of
the Gospel, has the power to convince and to lead to conversion, to get
through to the very heart of a culture, and to destroy within it all the
bulwarks erected against Christ, and to lead people to the obedience of
faith. (Cantalamessa 13)
Jesus said, “You will receive power when the Holy Spirit has come upon you; and you
will be my witnesses in Jerusalem, in all Judea and Samaria, and to the ends of the earth”
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(Acts 1:8, NRSV). Through the power of the Holy Spirit, the Church is empowered and
enabled for ministry.
Incarnation and the Ministry of Jesus
The ministry of Jesus is, by definition, missional. Missional leadership is
informed by and based on the Incarnation. Jesus was sent to a dark world to bring life and
redemption. The Church is called to incarnational ministry as it goes into the world and
shares the good news of Jesus. The Church is called not only to proclaim the message of
salvation and prepare people for heaven but to work toward making heaven a reality here
on earth as it continues the ministry of Jesus to the least, the last, and the lost.
Even in the midst of circumstances and situations that appear hopeless, the
message of the Incarnation brings hope. Jesus was born into a dark and broken world.
God can intervene in the midst of poverty, abuse, addiction, hunger, homelessness, and
brokenness. God can work even in and through churches whose lights in society have
begun to flicker. Roxburgh and Romanuk discuss the implications of the Incarnation for
missional leaders:
In the Incarnation we discern that God is always found in what appears to
be the most godforsaken of places.… We encounter many congregations
and church leaders functioning out of low expectation and hope. Many
leaders are giving up on existing congregations in the misguided belief
that there is no hope among the established ones.… But the biblical stories
that lead to the Incarnation keep telling us these are the very places where
God’s future emerges. (17-18)
The Incarnation offers hope, redemption, and new life for a broken world and struggling
churches.
The world—marred by sin, addiction, and broken relationships—is offered
forgiveness, freedom, and healing. Churches that seem to have lost their effectiveness
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and enthusiasm for ministry can experience renewal and revival. The light of Jesus can
shine through: “The light shines in the darkness, and the darkness did not overcome it”
(John 1:5). The call to missional leaders is to proclaim the mystery of the Incarnation and
encourage their congregations to dream about how God might want once again to enter
into and shine in the unexpected places.
Transformation and spiritual renewal are the work of God’s Spirit; they are not
realities that can be achieved through a pastor’s workaholic tendencies. A proper
understanding of ministry is necessary for pastors to maintain a healthy perspective.
Those engaged in full-time ministry can become consumed by the never-ending demands
of leadership, administrative duties, pastoral care, preaching, meetings, and other related
tasks. The work of ministry is never finished. Endless hours are spent in the office and
visiting parishioners. The families of pastors are often neglected as they try to be super
pastors. Ministers who believe the success of their ministries rises or falls on their own
efforts should remember whose ministry they are serving: “Ministry is essentially about
our joining Christ in his ministry, not his joining us in ours. So much of our stress and
burnout is the direct result of our failure to grasp this basic truth about ministry”
(Seamands, Ministry 21). While ministry was often difficult for Jesus, pastors experience
the joy and blessing of participating in the ministry of Jesus when they recognize that it is
Jesus’ and not theirs. Missional leaders and all disciples of Jesus Christ are invited to join
the fellowship and ministry of the Triune God and to participate in the work of the
kingdom to restore, redeem, and heal all of creation.
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Historical Foundation for Missional Leadership
The Church has continued the ministry of Jesus throughout the centuries. The
United Methodist Church considers its founder to be John Wesley. Wesley’s influence
demonstrates that his ministry reaches beyond the walls of the local church. Through his
ministry, many people turned their hearts to Christ. He preached thousands of sermons
and traveled countless miles on horseback to share the good news of Jesus Christ. The
activities of mission and evangelism were so important to Wesley that when he was told
by the bishop at Bristol that his itinerant preaching was disrupting the order of the
parishes, his reply was, “The world is my parish” (qtd. in Gonzalez 214).
Wesley is an example of a person whose ministry and mission were energized by
experiencing the love and grace of God in a transforming way in his own life. Seamands
contends that Wesley’s ministry was ineffective until he personally experienced the love
of God: “First he had to experience God’s grace in his own life before he could offer that
grace effectively to others. The touch of God transformed Wesley’s approach to mission
because it transformed him” (Holiness 89). His personal transformation would lead to
spiritual transformation in the lives of countless others.
Wesley writes about his transforming experience in his journal:
In the evening I went unwillingly to a society in Aldersgate Street, where
one was reading Luther’s preface to the Epistle to the Romans. About a
quarter before nine, while he was describing the change which God works
in the heart through faith in Christ, I felt my heart strangely warmed. I felt
I did trust in Christ, Christ alone for salvation: And an assurance was
given me, that he had taken away my sins, even mine, and saved me from
the law of sin and death. (qtd. in Whaling 107)
The Aldersgate experience sparked a big change in the life of Wesley and the early
Methodist movement.
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The change in Wesley’s heart motivated him for mission. Wesley became a
traveling preacher and spoke in the open because it was the only way to reach those who
were not connected to God. He wanted to offer Christ to those who were not being
reached by the church. The church was not fulfilling its purpose: “It exists primarily for
the purpose of bringing Christ to the people and the people to Christ.… [U]nless the
Church is an outgoing society, [it is] untrue to its own nature” (Wood 137). Wesley’s
focus on outreach follows the pattern of the early Church and serves as an example for
churches today.
After Wesley’s heartwarming experience, his focus shifted from what he could do
for God to what God could do in him and through him (Wood 74). Wesley had a passion
for offering Christ to the world, and he rode countless miles on horseback to spread the
message of the gospel. He preached in fields in the open air, going directly to where
people were. The primary reason for Wesley’s influence was not his abilities but the
power of God (Tuttle 12). The presence and power of the Holy Spirit must be at work in
a person’s life before he or she can effectively serve as a missional leader.
Although Wesley had been a missionary prior to his heart-warming experience,
his deeper love for God led to a greater focus on mission: “It was the warmed heart that
made Wesley an evangelist. The fire could only spread as first of all it was kindled. The
flame was lit in Aldersgate Street” (Wood 74). Of utmost importance to him was
cultivating his own spiritual life (51) to keep that flame going.
The Early Methodists
The early Methodists were organized for discipleship and mission. One key
strategy for discipleship, which Wesley also considered a means of grace, was the class
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meeting (Watson 93). Michael D. Henderson describes the class meeting as the primary
reason for the strength and spiritual significance of Methodism and its early followers.
Every week the groups would meet for encouragement, fellowship, and pastoral
oversight. The class meetings provided a place where those present could be open and
honest with one another. Their main purpose “was to implement an accountable
discipleship among the society members” (Watson 95). These meetings provided
structure for the growth of the early Methodists and the movement as a whole.
Joseph Nightingale describes the focus of the early class meetings. In addition to
singing and prayer, group members shared their joys and concerns and the state of their
souls (qtd. in Watson 95-96). The class meeting fosters several essential ingredients of
New Testament living: “personal growth within the context of an intimate fellowship,
accountability for spiritual stewardship, ‘bearing one another’s burdens,’ and ‘speaking
the truth in love’” (Henderson 14). This pattern serves as an effective model for
discipleship.
Wesley’s ministry produced much fruit as he allowed God to work in his life and
as he encouraged his followers to grow in their faith. Much of the early Methodist
movement’s success in reaching outsiders was a result of the transformation brought
about by the Holy Spirit in the lives of Wesley’s followers. The early Methodists shared
Christ with their communities as their hearts and lives were changed through personal
faith in Christ as Savior and Lord.
. Wesley understood the important responsibility that Christians have as an
example to others. According to Outler, “Wesley had a horror of men who professed
themselves Christian but who could not communicate their faith through the witness of
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their words and lives” (24). People were drawn to the early Methodists and the gospel as
they observed how Methodists lived and treated others. People who may never have
heard John Wesley preach were converted and discipled by the outreach of the local
Methodist people. All Christians shall be witnesses to the transforming power of God’s
grace in both what they say and how they live. The lifestyles and behavior of believers in
Jesus are on display to a watching world. Missional leaders in the twenty-first century
equip and prepare their people to be salt and light in the world.
Class Meetings
The impact of Wesley’s ministries was due, in large part, to his understanding of
the link between soteriology and ecclesiology. His view of salvation and his
understanding of the transformation that God desires to do in the human heart went hand
in hand with his understanding of how he believed the Church should be organized. He
developed discipleship communities in the Methodist movement based on what he
believed would help people move down the path of transformation:
And no matter what stage a convert’s Christian experience might have
reached, his life in the society and class-meetings was always aimed at the
way beyond, and he could count on guidance and help along that way—all
the way to perfection in love in this life. (Outler 28)
The transformation that took place in the lives of the early Methodists as they participated
in the class meetings evinces the vital impact that small groups can have on individuals
and congregations.
Wesley divided the societies into classes consisting of eleven members and a
leader. During class meetings the members were challenged to grow spiritually through
the reading of Scripture, prayer, and religious discussions (Gonzalez 213). The class
meetings afforded the time and opportunity for deeper fellowship and Christian nurture.
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Small groups based on Wesley’s class meeting model are an incubator for spiritual
growth and disciple making.
Wesley was well aware that converts who have come to Christ require additional
attention in order to grow as disciples of Jesus. Just like newborn babies, new believers in
Christ need opportunities to grow and mature: “Wesley recognized that it was only as
Christians grew in grace and went on to maturity that they would be kept from falling.
Paradoxically, to stand still is to be in danger of slipping back” (Wood 187). He believed
his evangelistic ministry would not produce lasting fruit in the lives of his converts
without a structure for spiritual formation in place (188). Without an emphasis on
spiritual formation and discipleship, the seeds one sows in ministry will not grow roots
and will fail to have a lasting impact on the kingdom. Christians at all stages and maturity
levels either grow stronger in Christ by staying connected to the vine and maintaining
their commitment to spiritual formation practices, or they wither and dry up by neglecting
to stay connected to Jesus.
Missional Church Leadership
Ecclesial scholars and leaders have written extensively on the need for the Church
in North America to rediscover its basis and reason for existence. This renewed emphasis
has become a focus as the Christian Church in the United States and Canada continues to
shift from holding a dominant and central position of influence in the culture to a much
more marginalized role (Roxburgh 1). Marginalization has become a reality for the
church as North American culture continues to move forward into a post-Christendom
society.
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During the past several decades, as the church has shifted from holding a position
at the cultural center to a position of marginalization, many churches have experienced
declining attendance, shrinking budgets, and aging congregations. Much has been written
on how the church can continue to grow and flourish in spite of these trends. In the 1970s
and 1980s, the church growth movement was extensively studied: “Donald McGavran,
Peter Wagner, Carl George, and others out of Fuller Theological Seminary taught church
growth as the application of the social sciences to congregational life” (Chandler ix). In
the 1990s, the focus shifted from church growth to church health, as Rick Warren and
Christian Schwartz wrote books on how churches can fulfill their biblical purposes.
Chandler writes, “By the turn of the millennium, though, some felt that decades of
focusing on ‘bringing people in’ (church growth) and ‘aligning the church with its
biblical purposes’ (church health) was creating internally focused congregations” (x).
This recognition led to a shift in thinking toward how churches can become more
outwardly focused.
The church in North America desperately needs a renewed emphasis on mission.
The church exists to be in mission to the world, but many churches are not missional
(Guder 5). Church leadership often has functioned to meet the needs of the congregation
by offering spiritual goods and services that lead members to move toward the central
core of the church. In this model, much time and effort is expended on drawing members
inward from the periphery toward the innermost concentric circles. A better model is one
that views believers as a covenant community on a journey toward God’s reign. In this
model, “Missional leaders would focus their time, energy, and thinking on the formation
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of this covenant people” (208). Leadership teams are developed that send “the entire
missional community into its immediate context as ‘a royal priesthood’” (212).
Pastoral leaders play a vital role in making disciples in their churches and
equipping their congregations to be missional in focus. Leading a congregation to focus
outwardly on proclaiming the good news of the kingdom of God can be a struggle as
churches face the increasingly difficult task of ministering in a post-Christendom culture
(Roxburgh 17). As the church becomes relegated to the margins of society, pastors
experience the pressures of trying to maintain their churches as organizations in the midst
of a changing cultural landscape.
Many books on Christian leadership encourage pastors to focus on business and
corporate models, emphasizing church growth and organizational leadership as a remedy
for dealing with a changing cultural context. Other writers contend that churches need
leaders who can equip their congregations to imagine new paradigms for ministry and to
partner with God in transforming the lives and communities of people (e.g., Roxburgh
and Romanuk).
The Christian church’s shift from its place in the center of culture during
Christendom to its new location in the margins of society has significant implications for
pastoral leaders. During Christendom the church held a central position in society. North
American Christians live in a pluralistic society. Many churches are facing decreasing
membership, shrinking budgets, and low morale as members believe the best days are
behind them. Pastors often take the blame for the problems the church is facing
(Roxburgh 16). This trend leaves them questioning their vocation and discouraged about
their work (Jones and Armstrong 25).
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The end of Christendom requires missional leaders to lead the church to engage
culture. Church leaders cannot expect their churches to grow by simply putting a sign on
the front of the building and opening the doors. Daniel J. Morgan, Associate Professor of
Missions at Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary, contends that missional leaders
must recognize the fact that the Christendom era is over and learn how to “enter the
context as a servant.” Jesus modeled how to build relationships and rapport with people
as he learned their language and stories and felt their pain (Creps 57).
One reason why churches have done a poor job of equipping Christians for
ministry outside of the church is that they place an inordinate emphasis on involvement
and participation in the ministries that take place inside of the church. Ministry that
focuses on the kingdom outside the walls of the church is often neglected as churches
become preoccupied with programs and activities that take place inside the church
building (Stevens 47). In the United Methodist Church, pastors must fill out statistical
tables that record membership, attendance, and financial data. Church leadership may
experience conflict as they consider the dual challenges of adopting a kingdom mind-set
that leads them to prioritize the kingdom of God and focusing on the organizational needs
and statistical measures of the local church.
A kingdom agenda will lead churches to equip and send people into the world,
rather than to catch and hold them. A kingdom mind-set might lead churches to
reevaluate their budgets to reflect the fact that the church is a mission where every dollar
is spent based on this understanding, not a self-serving organization that merely
designates a small percentage to a missional line item (Guder). Human and financial
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resources should not be held hostage by church leadership but directed and released with
open hands for the betterment of the kingdom.
Many established churches are in need of change and a renewed emphasis on
being the missionary people that God has called the church to be. One primary way to
bring about this change is by shaping and equipping the leaders in the church (Roxburgh
and Romanuk 64). Pastoral leaders should learn to prioritize reading Scripture, listening
to others, and learning to understand their context of daily living (64) and their own
spiritual and character formation. The key ingredient to leading a congregation to become
missional is the personal character of the leader (114). Leaders must be able to model
spiritual formation practices that form Christian character and identity, such as prayer,
reading Scripture, solitude, and hospitality (115).
Pastors must learn how to deal with the challenges they encounter effectively as
leaders of churches that have lost their influence and identity in a post-Christendom
culture. Unlike many business models, missional leadership is not about developing
techniques and programs. Rather, it emphasizes spiritual formation through practices of
Christian life. Unfortunately, many pastors have not been trained in spiritual formation
practices and do not engage in them with any regularity. Making disciples and nurturing
missional churches require spiritual leaders to rediscover, model, and teach these
practices in their congregations. Effective pastoral leadership that endures the trials of
ministry requires consistent engagement in spiritual formation practices (Roxburgh and
Romanuk 34-35). Contrarily, many pastors focus on developing business and
professional leadership skills rather than on experiencing spiritual transformation:
Such formation calls for leaders who themselves have been apprenticed in
the art of formation in the alternative society of God. These leaders are in
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short supply within Protestant North America. Instead, we see a rising
demand for the leader as entrepreneur (to make things happen and drive
for success), diagnostician of health (the church as doctor or therapist), or
grower of homogeneous gatherings (forming gated religious communities
in anxious suburban worlds). There is a dearth of those schooled in the
practices of catechesis, confession, hospitality to the stranger, forgiveness,
and shaping life as a Eucharistic community. (123)
Roxburgh and Romanuk contend that leaders develop skills and habits in the spiritual
practices through involvement in a group of pastoral leaders who are willing to meet
regularly for support and accountability. Furthermore, leaders must practice spiritual
formation themselves before they can effectively train others to do the same (153).
Spiritual growth and discipleship are essential if believers are going to recognize
and join the mission to which they are called. Churches and Christians are called to be a
royal priesthood who seek ways to be in mission in their daily lives. Leaders are needed
to equip and nourish missional activity (Newbigin 235).
Research Design
This project utilized a mixed methods research approach, focusing on the
responses, attitudes, and perceptions of the subjects. A ten-point Likert scale was used to
obtain quantitative data and to measure participants’ in each of the seven characteristics
of missional leadership. The program consisted of ten sessions that met weekly across a
twelve-week period. The group did not meet during the two weeks within that period
before and after Easter. Subjects committed to develop and live by a rule of life and to
attend the weekly group sessions. They were encouraged to share their reflections via EMail between the sessions. An outline of the program is located in Appendix E.
I designed the pre-project and post-project interview protocols to measure the
participants’ changes in levels of spiritual formation and perception of the value of
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missional leadership. I formulated the interview questions using the characteristics of
missional leaders located in Appendix B. The pre-project interview protocol is located in
Appendix C. The post-project interview protocol is located in Appendix D. I also
gathered data through my participation in the group and the participants’ reflections that
they shared via E-Mail.
Barbara Sommer and Robert Sommer state that qualitative research utilizes
detailed descriptions, rather than quantification. Participant-observation is an important
component of qualitative research that allows the researcher to have a “defined and active
role in what is happening, as distinct from being a spectator, bystander, or customer” (5556). In this study I had an active role as a participant-observer and small group facilitator.
Summary
The literature cited in this chapter focuses on the personal characteristics of
missional leaders. Much more has been and can be written regarding missional leadership
in various ministry settings. For example, discussion on how to implement change and
cast vision at the organizational level is beyond the scope of this study. The focus here
has been the specific personal spiritual formation practices and missional characteristics
that pastors need in order to serve as missional leaders. In short, the following seven
characteristics of missional leaders have been identified:
1. Their Ministry flows out of a vibrant spiritual life.
2. They model Christlike character.
3. Missional leaders mentor people in the practices and habits of the Christian
life.
4. They have a high view of what God can do in unlikely places.
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5. They understand the church’s place in culture.
6. They engage culture.
7. They prioritize the kingdom of God over the Church as an organization.
A summary of characteristics of missional leaders can be found in Appendix B.
Churches in a post-Christendom society often face challenges of declining
attendance and shrinking budgets. This trend can lead pastors and their churches to focus
inwardly as they try to maintain their organizations. A missional focus can be reclaimed
as churches and pastoral leaders rediscover the Church’s identity as the sent people of the
Triune God who models self-giving and self-sacrificing love in reaching out to create and
redeem the world.
Missional leadership involves the formation of a community of believers who are
seeking to grow as Christ’s followers and to follow him in mission both locally and
around the world. Pastors who desire to model spiritual formation practices and missional
lifestyles can benefit from participation in a small group network for accountability, peer
learning, and support.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODOLOGY
Problem and Purpose
The United Methodist Church in the Upper New York Conference is in decline.
Pastors in many cases are dealing with decreasing attendance and shrinking budgets.
Pastors and congregations often tend to focus inwardly as they try to maintain the
organization. Many pastors are in need of spiritual renewal in their own lives and a
renewed emphasis on mission. Focusing on spiritual formation and missional leadership
in the context of a small group provides pastors the opportunity to cultivate their
relationship with God, share mutual encouragement with their peers, and grow as
missional leaders. The purpose of this study was to examine the effects of changes in
spiritual formation and perception of the value of missional leadership through a
professional development program for pastors.
Research Questions
Two research questions guided the focus of this study.
Research Question #1
What were the participants’ levels of spiritual formation and perceptions of the
value of missional leadership prior to the professional development program?
This question sought to measure the participants’ pre-project levels of spiritual
formation and perceptions of the value of missional leadership prior to the
implementation of a ten-session small group professional development program for
pastors. Specifically this question examined the participants’ spiritual vibrancy, ability to
model Christlike character, mentoring practices, beliefs, understanding of the church’s
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location in culture, and focus in ministry. These characteristics of missional leaders are
delineated and described in Appendix B.
The primary instrument used to collect data for this research question was a
researcher-designed, semistructured preproject interview protocol located in Appendix C.
The participants were asked to give their biographical information and to respond to a
series of questions based on the characteristics of missional leaders located in Appendix
B.
Research Question #2
What were the participants’ levels of spiritual formation and perceptions of the
value of missional leadership at the conclusion of the professional development program?
This question focused on the participants’ levels of spiritual formation and
perceptions of the value of missional leadership following their involvement in a tensession small group experience with pastors. Participants committed to meet together in a
ten-session small group experience that met weekly across a twelve-week period and to
live by a rule of life. Specifically this question examined the participants’ spiritual
vibrancy, ability to model Christlike character, mentoring practices, beliefs,
understanding of the church’s location in culture, and focus in ministry following the
program. These characteristics of missional leaders are delineated and described in
Appendix B.
The primary instrument used to collect data for this research question was a
researcher-designed, semistructured post-project interview protocol located in Appendix
D. The participants’ were asked a series of questions based on the characteristics of
missional leaders located in Appendix B. The interview protocol included one additional
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question: “What have you learned about your life and ministry throughout our ten weeks
together?” The purpose of this question was to gather final reflections from the
participants regarding their experiences in the small group program and how their lives
had been impacted.
Population and Participants
The participants for this project were randomly selected pastors who served fulltime in the Cornerstone District of the Upper New York Conference of the United
Methodist Church. My goal was to formulate a sample of eight to twelve subjects. I
wanted at least eight participants for research purposes, but fewer than twelve to facilitate
good small group dynamics and interaction. Fourteen full-time pastors who serve in the
Cornerstone District were randomly selected to receive an E-Mail (see Appendix A) and
a follow-up phone call inviting them to take part in the project. I wrote the names of
every full-time pastor in the district on slips of paper and put them in a box. I randomly
selected fourteen pastors to invite. I expected that several pastors would choose not to
participate. The e-mail was sent 13 February 2013. The follow-up phone calls were made
14-22 February 2013. The first round of the selection process yielded seven subjects. I
hoped to select three more subjects in the second round. Four clergy were randomly
selected in the second round to receive an e-mail invitation and a follow-up phone call.
Two clergy agreed to participate in the second round, bringing the number of participants
to nine. I facilitated the small group experience as a participant-observer, resulting in a
total group of ten.
The participants in this study consisted of nine males serving as full-time pastors
in the Cornerstone District of the Upper New York Conference of the United Methodist
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Church. Three females and five additional males were randomly selected and sent an
invitation to participate, but they declined. The mean age of the nine participants was
46.1. The racial makeup of the group consisted of Caucasians. The mean number of years
in full-time ministry was 14.4.
I made the decision to include both male and female clergy in the participant pool.
Although I suspected more personal sharing would occur with an all-male group, the
benefits of gender inclusivity would have outweighed the deeper and more personal
sharing that was possible. No female, full-time pastors accepted the invitation to
participate.
Design of the Study
The ministry intervention in this project was a ten-session small group
professional development program for pastors in the Cornerstone District of the UMC
that met weekly across a twelve-week period to focus on spiritual formation and
missional leadership. Prior to the first session, I administered the researcher-designed
semistructured pre-project interview protocol (see Appendix C). At the first session
subjects introduced themselves and shared what they hoped to get out of the program.
Discussion focused on each participant’s current spiritual formation practices. As
researcher and facilitator, I discussed the purpose and benefits of a rule of life. Subjects
were encouraged to develop a personal rule of life prior to the second session. The
curriculum plan is outlined in Appendix E and session handouts are located in Appendix
G.
The group met weekly on ten Thursdays over a twelve-week span. We did not
meet during the weeks before and after Easter 2013. The first meeting was held 28
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February 2013. The final meeting was held 16 May 2013. The meetings began with lunch
and consisted of each participant sharing about the state of his soul and faithfulness to
their rule of life and a discussion regarding a topic involving spiritual formation and
missional leadership. The group also practiced spiritual formation exercises that
emphasized Scripture passages and themes related to God’s love for the world and Jesus’
call to his followers to partner with him in reaching and redeeming creation. Each session
lasted 2-2 1/2 hours.
Instrumentation
The primary instrument used in the study was a researcher-designed,
semistructured interview protocol administered at the beginning and conclusion of the
project. As part of the interview protocols, a Likert scale measured the participants’
responses in each of the characteristics of missional leadership.
I administered the interview protocols prior to and following the small group
professional development program. I asked the participants to respond to a series of
questions regarding their spiritual formation practices, their relationship with God, and
their evolving perceptions of the value of missional leadership. The pre-project interview
protocol is located in Appendix C.
I began the pre-project interview protocol by thanking the participants for their
participation and by asking for permission to use a digital recorder to record the
interviews. I assured them that I would be the only one to listen to the recordings and that
transcripts would protect their anonymity. I asked them to provide their full name, age
and family status, the number of years they were involved in full-time ministry and
theological perspective. After asking for their biographical information, I asked seven
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questions based on the characteristics of missional leaders located in Appendix B. After
each of those questions, I asked the participants to locate themselves on a scale of one to
ten regarding each category. In addition to the printed questions, I asked probing
questions to help clarify the interview questions.
A copy of the post-project interview protocol can be found in Appendix D. The
questions based on the characteristics of missional leaders were identical to those in the
pre-project interview protocol. I asked one additional question at the end of the interview,
“What have you learned about your spiritual life and ministry during the last twelve
weeks?”
Information was also gathered throughout the study via E-Mmail correspondence
with the participants. I sent out reflection questions via group E-Mails after the sessions
and encouraged the participants to use reply all with any additional reflections they had
(see Appendix F).
I was a participant-observer and recorded my reflections after each session.
Immediately following the sessions, I dictated my reflections into my iPhone by utilizing
the voice to text function in the Notes application and transferred them to a Microsoft
Word file.
Expert Review
The pre-project and post-project interview questions were refined during a
meeting with my mentor, Dr. Anthony Headley, on 9 November 2012. Prior to
administering the pre-project interview protocol, I asked three full-time United Methodist
pastors who were not participants to provide feedback about the clarity of the questions.
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Variables
This study was designed to facilitate growth in the participants’ levels of spiritual
formation and perception of the value of missional leadership. The independent variable
in this study was the ten-session small group professional development program. The
dependent variable was the changes in the participants’ levels of spiritual formation and
perceptions of the value of missional leadership. The primary variable in this study was
the extent that participation led to greater levels of spiritual formation and growing
perception of the value of missional leadership. Participation in the program was not the
sole factor in the spiritual lives of the pastors involved in the group.
I controlled several possible intervening variables by designing this project for
full-time pastors in the Cornerstone District. Participants were randomly selected to
receive invitations from the entire pool of full-time pastors. Although male and female
full-time pastors received invitations, all of the females declined to participate.
Reliability and Validity
I established external reliability for this study by documenting the ways in which I
enlisted participants, implemented the sessions, and conducted pre-project and postproject interviews. I sought to attain internal reliability by accurately interpreting and
presenting data as described by the participants.
Although a random sample of pastors was obtained for this study, the small group
context limited the number of subjects who could participate. Furthermore, the
participants had to agree to participate. Those who chose to participate had similar
theological perspectives. The small sample size, small geographic area from which
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participants were selected, and their similar theological backgrounds prevented this
research from having broad generalizability.
Data Collection
I began the process of enlisting participants by using the district directory of
pastoral appointments to generate a list of all of the full-time pastors in the Cornerstone
District of the United Methodist Church. The Cornerstone District is located in western
New York in the southern tier. I began sending out invitations to potential participants via
E-Mail on 13 February 2013. I began confirming with potential participants via E-Mail
and phone on 14 February 2013. I conducted pre-project interviews with the participants
between 21 and 27 February 2013. Interviews were held in churches in comfortable, quiet
rooms that were free from distraction. In most cases I traveled to the church office of
each participant. For several participants, I scheduled their interviews at United
Methodist churches that were conveniently and centrally located.
As I sat down with participants for their interviews, I thanked them for their
willingness to participate in the program. I informed them that I would be recording the
interviews so that I would be free to engage in conversation without having to take notes.
I assured them that no one else would have access to the recordings and that I would keep
their responses confidential. I also told them that I would not be using their names or the
names of their churches in my writing to protect their anonymity. Interviews were
recorded using a digital recorder after permission was granted by the participants.
Several methods of data collection were used throughout the study. Descriptive
and narrative material was collected via the interview protocols, E-Mail correspondence,
and weekly reflections. Weekly sessions were held 28 February 2013 to 16 May 2013.
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We did not meet on the Thursdays preceding and following Easter. I began the weekly
sessions by sharing that what was said in the group was sacred and must be held in
confidence. Participants verbally agreed to keep our conversations confidential. As a
participant-observer I took notes during each of the sessions in order to record the main
ideas and thoughts expressed by the participants. Immediately following each session, I
used the speech-to-text function on my iPhone to record additional reflections.
I conducted post-project interviews from 17 to 28 May 2013. I tried to schedule
meetings in quiet, comfortable, and convenient locations. Once again I reminded the
participants that I would be recording the interview, but that their anonymity would be
guarded. Interviews typically lasted twenty to thirty minutes.
Data Analysis
Data analysis primarily involved reviewing the verbal responses given by the
participants during the pre-project and post-project interview protocols. The interviews
were transcribed and entered into Microsoft Word documents. After interviews had been
transcribed, I used the cut and paste function to categorize the data based on each
interview question. Verbal responses from each subject were listed under each question. I
used colored highlighter markers to indicate trends that emerged in the data. I looked for
patterns, common themes, and similar responses in the data in order to draw conclusions.
Numerical scales were used to obtain the participants’ self-perceived measures for
each question and topic. The difference between the participants’ pre-project and postproject numbers was noted. I also analyzed the numbers among participants in order to
make observations and draw conclusions regarding each topic.
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Ethical Procedures
The participants in this study developed a verbal covenant at the beginning of the
study that defined the guidelines and rules by which they operated. The group discussed
confidentiality and the need to regard the discussions as sacred. Written permission was
received from each participant. Participants were reminded at the beginning of each
interview and at the first group session that they gave consent for their comments and
reflections to be noted and recorded. A copy of the informed consent document is located
in Appendix H.
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CHAPTER 4
FINDINGS
Problem and Purpose
Effective pastoral leadership flows out of one’s personal faith in Jesus Christ and
a growing relationship with him. As people experience deepening intimacy with Jesus
Christ, the transforming love and grace they receive overflows into love for others and
outward acts of service. Love for God and intimacy with Jesus Christ can be cultivated by
participating in a small group of pastors who support and encourage one another. Many
pastors are in need of spiritual renewal in their own lives and a renewed emphasis on
mission. Focusing on spiritual formation and missional leadership in the context of a
small group provides pastors the opportunity to cultivate their relationship with God and
grow as missional leaders. The purpose of this study was to examine the effects of
changes in spiritual formation and perception of the value of missional leadership through
a professional development program for pastors.
This chapter discusses qualitative and quantitative data collected through semistructured interview protocols, participants’ reflections, and the notes and observations I
attained through my experience as a participant-observer. After providing descriptive
information about the participants, I discuss the findings in this study that pertain to the
research questions.
Participants
All nine participants in this study were male, full-time pastors serving in the
Cornerstone District of the Upper New York Conference of the United Methodist
Church. To enlist participants, the names of the full-time pastors in the district were
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placed in a basket. Fourteen names were randomly selected to receive invitations to
participate in this study. Of the initial fourteen, seven agreed to participate. Four more
persons were randomly selected and invited to participate, of which two agreed. Although
males and females were invited, three females and six males declined. Prior to
undergoing data analysis, the names of the nine participants in this study were placed in a
basket, randomly selected and assigned a number, one through nine. To maintain
confidentiality, MFP refers to male, full-time pastor.

Table 4.1. Profile of Participants
Participants

Age

MFP1

42

MFP2

46

MFP3

46

MFP4

49

MFP5

63

MFP6

56

MFP7

44

MFP8

32

MFP9

37

Family Status
Married,
two kids
Married,
three kids
Married,
two kids
Married,
adult children
Single
Married,
adult children
Married,
one child at home
Married,
three children
Married,
no children

# Yrs in FullTime Ministry
10.0
12.5
3.0

Theological Background
Conservative, evangelical, orthodox
Wesleyan, contemporary
Conservative, evangelistic, Christcentered, biblical
Conservative, “God is good”

36.0

Conservative, evangelical

27.0

Evangelical, orthodox, Wesleyan

31.0

Orthodox, evangelical

1.0

Methodist

3.0

Conservative, evangelical

6.0

Wesleyan-Arminian, evangelical,
orthodox

The participants described their theological background using a variety of terms.
Those who identified as orthodox and conservative used those terms to show that they
valued the historic Christian faith as contained in the creeds and the Old and New
Testaments. Those who identified as evangelical viewed the Scriptures as authoritative
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and valued a personal conversion experience. Participants who identified as Wesleyan
valued the theological heritage of John Wesley and the doctrine espoused by the early
Methodist movement. The term contemporary referred to worship and ministry styles that
were less formal and included modern praise music.
MFP1 is a married, 42-year-old, full-time pastor with two teenagers. He has been
in full-time ministry for ten years and describes his theological perspective as
conservative, evangelical, orthodox, faithful to the Wesleyan heritage and to the
traditions of the church, but contemporary in ministry perspective.
MFP2 is a married, 46-year-old, full-time pastor with three children. He has been
in full-time ministry for 12 1/2 years and describes his theological perspective as
conservative, leans “to the side of proclaiming the gospel of truth,” partial to justice
issues, concerned about the outsiders, biblical, Christ-centered, evangelistic, welcoming,
and loving.
MFP3 is a married, 46-year-old, full-time pastor with two children. He has been
in full-time ministry for three years and describes his theological perspective as
conservative, saying “God is good.”
MFP4 is a single, 49-year-old, full-time pastor. He has been in full-time ministry
for twenty-seven years and describes his theological perspective as Wesleyan, orthodox,
and evangelical.
MFP5 is a married, 63-year-old, full-time pastor with three adult children. He has
been in full-time ministry for thirty-six years and describes his theological perspective as
conservative and evangelical.
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MFP6 is a married, 56-year-old, full-time pastor with three adult children. He has
been in full-time ministry for thirty-one years and describes his theological perspective as
orthodox and evangelical. He has a high view of the Scriptures and a born-again
experience.
MFP7 is a married, 44-year-old, full-time pastor with one child living at home. He
has been in full-time ministry for less than one year and describes his theological
perspective as Methodist.
MFP8 is a married, 32-year-old, full-time pastor with three children. He has been
in full-time ministry for three years and describes his theological perspective as
conservative and evangelical.
MFP9 is a married, 37-year-old, full-time pastor with no children. He has been in
full-time ministry for six years and describes his theological perspective as WesleyanArminian, evangelical and orthodox.
Research Question #1
Research Question #1 asked, “What were the participants’ levels of spiritual
formation and perception of the value of missional leadership prior to the professional
development program?”
The researcher-designed, pre-project, semi-structured interview protocol (see
Appendix C) was administered prior to the ten-session small group professional
development program. Interview questions were based on seven characteristics of
missional leadership (see Appendix B) that pertain to spiritual formation. I met pastors in
their churches or at other prearranged places that were comfortable and free from
distraction. After assuring participants that their answers would be kept confidential, I
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asked them for permission to record our conversations. The purpose of the pre-project
interview protocol was to measure the participants’ levels of spiritual formation and
perception of the value of missional leadership. In addition to gathering narrative
responses for each interview question, participants were asked to locate themselves on
each of the seven missional characteristics on a ten-point scale ranging from 1 to 10,
where 1 was low and 10 was high.
Preproject Spiritual Vibrancy
The first question in the pre-project interview protocol was, “How would you
describe the vibrancy of your spiritual life?” The following figure serves as an example
of the Likert scale I used for each interview question.

Locate yourself on the following continuum of vibrancy:
Not very vibrant

1
2
3
4
5
Figure 4.1. Spiritual Vibrancy Scale

Very vibrant

6

7

8

9

10

This question is based on the first characteristic of missional leaders (see
Appendix B), “Ministry flows out of a vibrant spiritual life.” They commented that one’s
relationship to God and spiritual vibrancy is not static but is dynamic and always
changing. Typically, the participants responded that they experienced “ups and downs”
and an “ebb and flow” regarding the vibrancy of their spiritual lives. The participants’
responses to this question on spiritual vibrancy were primarily based on three factors:
their connection to God, their feelings about ministry, and their spiritual formation
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practices. Table 4.2 displays the results of the spiritual vibrancy scale and the key
comments from the participants.

Table 4.2. Preproject Responses Regarding Spiritual Vibrancy
Participant

Score*

Key Comments

MFP1

8.0

“Continuously growing”; “I sense God’s presence”

MFP2

6.5

“Not as vibrant as it has been”; “not in the most fruitful time”

MFP3

7.0

“I am learning that I am more spiritually vibrant than I think I am.”

MFP4

6.5

“Too often I see the negative instead of seeing the positive.”

MFP5

7.0

“One thing I am convinced of is the foundation of grace.”

MFP6

7.5

“Like any relationship there are ups and downs.”

MFP7

7.0

“It’s gone from barely awakened to bright-eyed and bushy-tailed.”

MFP8

7.0

“I have a willingness to allow the Spirit to move me.”

MFP9

5.0

“If I’m not vibrant, I can be skeptical about the church.”

Mean

6.8

*1=low; 10=high

Connection to God
Many of the participants commented that an awareness of God’s presence,
activity, and call in their lives was a significant component to their overall spiritual
vibrancy. MFP1 said that he “senses God’s presence in different ways.” MFP4 described
spiritually vibrancy as being “fully alive and fully surrendered.” MFP5 said, “If God
wasn’t holding on to me, I would have sunk a long time ago.” MFP7 said, “Spiritual
vibrancy is about making yourself available to the prompting of the Spirit at any time,”
while MFP8 said that spiritual vibrancy requires that we “have a reliance on the Spirit of
God” and “a willingness to allow the Spirit to move” us.
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Feelings about Ministry
The participants’ responses revealed that their spiritual vibrancy was closely tied
to their feelings about ministry. In some cases, spiritual vibrancy was negatively affected
by the demands and expectations of ministry. MFP1 said that he can feel spiritually
bankrupt because of “tiredness, overwork, stress” and “trials.” MFP2 said he is not in
“the most fruitful time” and not “as productive as I would like at this time.” MFP3 said
that he would be more spiritually vibrant if he “weren’t the one who had to be the leader
all the time.” He gets “weary” and “things get tedious.” He also said that at times he is
“being drawn toward cynicism.” MFP4 said discouragement and the complaining of
others “brings down” his personal vibrancy. MFP7 said his spiritual life is not where he
wants it to be due to “management of time.” He commented, “Ministry puts stress on my
family because it is on my mind 24/7.” MFP9 said that if he is not spiritually vibrant he
can be “skeptical about the church” and “doubt how well things will go in church.”
Spiritual Formation Practices
All nine participants were involved in personal and corporate spiritual formation
practices. Some participants were vague regarding the regularity and frequency of their
spiritual formation practices, while others described their practices as “daily” habits.
Almost all of the participants specifically cited “prayer” and “reading Scripture” as
regular practices in their lives. Several participants commented that they were touched
and formed spiritually during their times of preparation for teaching and preaching.
On the spiritual vibrancy scale (1 = not very vibrant, 10 = very vibrant), scores
ranged from five to eight, and the mean score was 6.8. Four participants indicated they
were at seven, two were above seven, and three were below seven. Participants who were
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below seven shared specific reasons why they were not as vibrant as they had been in the
past and that they wanted to experience more of God’s guidance and power in their lives.
Modeling Christlike Character
The second question in the pre-project interview protocol was, “How well do you
currently model Christlike character?” Numerical responses and key comments regarding
modeling Christlike character are displayed in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3. Pre-project Responses Regarding Modeling Christlike Character
Participant

Score*

Key Comments

MFP1

6.5

“I pray that my Christlikeness increases.”

MFP2

6.0

“I think that I am. I hope that I am. I can always do better.”

MFP3

8.0

“I see Christ working in my inner convictions.”

MFP4

8.0

Call is to “love God and love others” and have “fruit of the Spirit.”

MFP5

7.5

Faithfulness to the Lord and his family is his #1 responsibility.

MFP6

7.5

“It is easier to be Christlike with church people.”

MFP7

4.0

“I am a work in progress…. There is always room for growth.”

MFP8

5.5

“Surrender of myself to another…. I strive for that.”

MFP9

5.0

It “is primarily rooted in loving God and loving others.”

Mean

6.4

*1=low, 10=high

This question is based on the second characteristic of missional leaders (see
Appendix B). The participants based their responses to this question on how well they
model Christlike character, on their understanding of how they fell short, on their
relationships with others, and on their need for consistency in all areas of their lives.
Falling Short
Typically the participants recognized the importance of Christlike character but
commented that they fell short in a variety of ways. The flesh and life’s demands were
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two factors cited by the participants during the pre-project interview that negatively
impacted their ability to model Christlike character. MFP1 said, “I pray that my
Christlikeness increases as I humble myself to be something other than my flesh wants
me to be.” Similarly, MFP8 said he does not always succeed in modeling Christlike
character because “the desires of the flesh fight back.” MFP2 said he “can always do
better.” MFP3 struggles with the “balance between grace and truth” as he seeks to swim
“upstream in the culture.” MFP4 said, “People would think that I am great, but I know I
am not doing as great as they think I am.” MFP6 acknowledged that “the more you know
about Jesus, the less you like yourself… I see that I have a lot further to go.” MFP7 said,
“I have a sense that I am always falling a little short.” MFP9 said he does not “model the
compassion of Jesus” to his community as well as he should.
Relationships with Others
For many of the participants, modeling Christlike character involved loving others
and putting them first. MFP1 said, “It is about loving those around us … from a deep
love that comes from the mission of Christ…. Christ was about relationships with the
Father and the people around him. Our job as pastors is about relationships.” In seeking
to love others, MFP8 said he challenged himself frequently to “model unconditional
love.” MFP9 shared this sentiment by saying that modeling Christlike character is
“rooted in loving God and others.” According to MFP2, loving others involves entering
into their “mourning and suffering.” MFP4 said that he puts “other people’s needs first all
the time” often “at the expense of [his] own well-being.”
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Need for Consistency in Modeling Christlike Character
The majority of the participants found modeling Christlike character easier in
their ministries than in their own homes with their families. MFP2 commented that he is
“nicer to people” within the church, more patient with them, and more apt to help them
than he is with his own family. Furthermore, he said, “To the world I am modeling
Christ, but those who know me more personally, probably not as much as I need to.”
MFP3 said, “I don’t have the same emotional attentiveness at home as I do while doing
the work of pastor.” MFP6 said, “[I]t is easier to be a servant at the church [and] easier to
be Christlike with church people” than it is to be at home with his family. MFP7 said that
he “falls short in the area of having patience at home.” The participants’ reflections that
they do a better job modeling Christlike character in their ministries than in their homes
was summed up by MFP4: “People [in the church] would think that I am great, but I
know I am not doing as great as they think I am.”
The nine participants located themselves in the 4-8 range on the scale (1 = not
very well, 10 = very well) used to measure how well they model Christlike character. The
mean was 6.4. MFP7 indicated that his score of four was due to his need for greater
understanding in this area.
Mentoring Others in Spiritual Formation Practices
The third question in the pre-project interview protocol was, “If you are currently
mentoring others in spiritual formation practices, how are you doing it?” This question is
based on the third characteristic of missional leaders (see Appendix B). A key component
of missional leadership is to mentor others in the practices and habits of the Christian life.
The purpose of this question was to measure the degree to which the participants were
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mentoring others in spiritual formation practices. The numerical scores and key
comments for this interview question are presented in Table 4.4.

Table 4.4. Pre-project Responses Regarding Mentoring in Spiritual Formation
Participants

Score*

Key Comments

MFP1

8.0

MFP2

8.0

MFP3

6.0

Mentors through Sunday school, men’s breakfast group, and worship training

MFP4

7.0

MFP5

7.0

MFP6

9.0

Tries to “instill some value on the unseen practices of spiritual formation”
Most mentoring is “living life with people … talking about my own
disciplines.”
Preaching is his “main forum for discipling.”

MFP7

8.5

Says number one issue is “addressing prayerlessness in the lives of people”

MFP8

5.0

Mentors through the pulpit, a weekly men’s study, and as a jail chaplain

MFP9

3.0

Leads Lenten study and teaches “but is looking for better ways to do that”

Mean

6.8

Encourages mentees “to spend time in spiritual disciplines of Prayer, devotion,
Bible study, fasting”
Meets regularly with others throughout the week to work through guidebooks
and daily devotionals

*1=low, 10=high

The majority of participants in this study were involved in formal and informal
mentoring relationships. Their opportunities for mentoring included breakfast meetings,
leadership meetings, Advent and Lenten studies, Sunday school, and preaching. While
the mentoring experiences were places where prayer and Bible reading took place, very
few focused specifically on equipping and influencing others to participate in spiritual
formation practices faithfully. The participants in this study were asked to develop, share,
and live by a rule of life throughout the professional development program.
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Mentoring Opportunities and Challenges
The two main responses given by participants regarding the degree to which they
mentored others in the practices and habits of spiritual formation focused on the
opportunities they had and the challenges. Most participants responded that mentoring
could take place anywhere through formal and informal opportunities. MFP1 said that he
offered his mentee “the tools to be able to spend time in spiritual disciplines of Bible
study, prayer, devotion, fasting.” MFP2 was in the process of “meeting regularly with
people throughout the week,” “working through some guidebooks and daily devotionals.”
MFP3 said he mentored through high school Sunday school class, a breakfast meeting
with a group of men each week and through opportunities like training the acolytes.
MFP4 commented that he was “trying to instill some value on the unseen practices of
spiritual formation” and that “small groups, Lenten studies, youth group and confirmation
class” were places where people learned spiritual formation practices. MFP5 said that
most mentoring is informal and involves “living life with people and talking publicly
about my own disciplines.” He met regularly with two men for breakfast and with
another pastor to “read Scripture and pray.” MFP6 mentored primarily through preaching
but does Bible study with people in jail and with the youth group. MFP7 said that
addressing “prayerlessness in the lives of people” was his number one issue and taught
his congregation “if they want to be like Jesus they need to be in a group of twelve.”
MFP8 found opportunities to mentor through the pulpit, a weekly men’s study, and as a
chaplain in jail ministry. He said he focused on “using Scripture to teach others what it
means to be Christlike.” MFP9 commented that his mentoring took place through study
groups and teaching the high school Sunday school class.
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Although the participants believed mentoring could take place anywhere, several
of them encountered challenges to mentoring others in the practices of spiritual
formation. MFP7 found “prayerlessness in the lives of people” to be a significant hurdle.
MFP3 said that he had “opportunity for improvement” in one-on-one mentoring. MFP6
admitted that he had not been successful “at getting people to read through their Bible”
and that he did not find people coming up to him saying that they wanted to be mentored.
MFP9 tried to start a prayer group but “couldn’t get anyone to come out.” MFP1
commented that effectiveness in mentoring others required pastoral leaders “to be
intentional.”
Participants located themselves in the three to nine range (one = low, 10 = high)
on the scale used to measure the degree to which they mentor others in the practices of
spiritual formation. The mean score was 6.8. MFP9 located himself as a three and
indicated he was not meeting with any individuals or small groups for mentoring.
Participants who located themselves at eight or higher specifically mentioned that they
regularly met with individuals or small groups to pray and engage in Bible study.
Beliefs about What God Can Do among Unchurched People
The fourth question in the pre-project interview protocol was, “What are your beliefs
about what God can do among unchurched people?” The purpose of this question was to
examine the participants’ beliefs regarding what God can do in their surrounding context
among unchurched people. It is based on the fourth characteristic of missional leadership
(see Appendix B) that highlights the need for pastors to believe that God can work to
bring new life in areas that seem dark and hopeless. One primary theological foundation
for this characteristic is the Incarnation. God can and will enter hopeless situations to
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bring light to the darkness. The results for this interview question are summarized in
Table 4.5.

Table 4.5. Pre-project Responses Regarding Beliefs about What God Can Do among
Unchurched People.
Participant

Score*

Key Comments

MFP1

10.0

MFP2

9.0

MFP3

6.5

MFP4

10.0

“God can heal people. God can choose to bless people…. God can do anything.”
“God can do great things…. I don’t know what that looks like for this
community.”
“God can do anything…. I don’t think God can do very much through just me.”

MFP5

10.0

“A lot of things are happening outside the walls of the church.”

MFP6

10.0

“God can do anything he wants…. I believe in a prevenient Spirit working.”

MFP7

10.0

“God can do what he will do.... My frustration is a lack of response.”

MFP8

8.0

“People are responding. We are having large groups of people coming to Christ.”

MFP9

7.5

“I don’t think there is a limit to what God can do.”

Mean

9.0

“Expectations are huge that God is going to do some great stuff.”

*1=low, 10=high

The participants typically responded to this question by highlighting their belief
that God could do anything, but people were often unwilling for God to work in and
through them. In general the participants commented that they had a high view of what
God could do but a low view of people’s willingness to respond.
All nine participants said something to the effect that “God can do anything.”
MFP1 said, “God is working and is powerful enough to work in every person.” He works
through “prevenient grace” and the “power of the Holy Spirit.” All of the participants
made similar statements about God’s power to work:
•

“My expectations are huge that God is going to do some great stuff” (MFP1).
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•

“God can do all things.… God can heal people. God can choose to bless

people.… God can do anything” (MFP2).
•

“God can do whatever he wants” (MFP3).

•

“God can do anything among unchurched people. He can get their attention.

He can transform their lives. He can turn the most sinful people into the most grace-filled
people” (MFP4).
•

“God arranged an opportunity for me to work with a bunch of bikers.… A lot

of things are happening outside the walls of the church” (MFP5).
•

“I believe in a prevenient Spirit working.… That’s why I am involved in the

Fire Department and around town” (MFP6).
•

“There are no barriers. He can do what he will do” (MFP7).

•

“I truly believe the harvest is ready. People are responding. We are having

large groups of people coming to Christ” (MFP8).
•

“I don’t think there is a limit to what God can do” (MFP9).

Although the nine participants demonstrated strong beliefs and high expectations
regarding what God could do, they were quite negative as they described the failure of
people to respond to God’s grace and power. MFP1 said, “God can work through us or in
spite of us,” but six of the nine participants commented that the human response limits
what God can do:
•

“The human element is in there that we don’t allow God to do what God

intends to do.… God wants to grow great churches and do great things, but sometimes we
make it incredibly difficult for that to happen” (MFP2).
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•

“God can do great things, but I don’t know what that looks like for this

community.… It is a chore to get outside these walls” (MFP3).
•

“‘God can do anything.’ My expectations? I am very cynical. I don’t think

God can do very much through just me” (MFP4).
•

“God can do what he will do. My frustration is a lack of response…. God

whispers and his presence is always there, but a response is required” (MFP7).
•

“The question is, ‘Are others ready to move and to be Christ to someone

else?’ God can do anything, but there is a human scale as well” (MFP8).
•

“God has given us the opportunity to respond or not” (MFP9).

These narrative responses describe the disconnect between their views on God’s power to
act and humanity’s response to God’s activity.
Five of the nine participants chose 10 when asked to locate themselves on the
scale (1 = low, 10 = high) measuring their beliefs regarding what God can do among
unchurched people. The mean score was 9. The two participants who located themselves
below eight commented that they were unsure “what that looks like” for their community
(MFP3) or factored in the ability of people to exercise free will in resisting God’s
movement in their lives.
Understanding the Need to Engage Culture
The fifth question in the pre-project intervention was, “What is your
understanding of what it means to engage culture?” The purpose of this question was to
measure the participants’ understanding of the church’s place in North American culture.
The church is in the margins of society. To be effective in reaching people, the people of
God must go outside the walls of the church to build relationships rather than expect
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people to find their way inside on their own. Effectiveness in reaching the culture also
requires communicating in ways in which the gospel of Christ will be understood and
received. Table 4.6 shows how participants responded to this interview question.

Table 4.6. Pre-project Responses Regarding Understanding Cultural Engagement
Participant

Score*

Key Comments

MFP1

7.0

“It has to do with building relationships over time, building trust and being
real.”

MFP2

8.0

“It means trying to ‘redeem culture’ and having ‘an impact for Christ.’”

MFP3

8.0

“It means being ‘open to conversation and dialogue’ and ‘listening without
intent’ to judge.”

MFP4

9.0

“It is our mission and call and duty and responsibility.”

MFP5

4.0

“Engaging culture in my experience is one-on-one.”

MFP6

9.0

Used advertisements, movies, newspaper articles to study and critique culture.

MFP7

5.0

“Our role is to speak to people where they are.”

MFP8

7.0

“We have to break down the walls and take church outside the building.”

MFP9

7.0

“We need to find those points of connection where you can bridge the gap
between Christianity and American culture.”

Mean

7.1

*1=low, 10=high

Building Relationships
Most of the participants responded by saying that they needed to go outside the
walls of the church to build relationships. MFP1 said, “[I]t has to do with building
relationships with people over time, building trust and being real with people.” MFP2
spoke of the need to “redeem culture” and have “an impact for Christ.” MFP3 focused on
the importance of “graciously offering truth,” “being open to conversation and dialogue,”
and “listening without intent” to judge. MFP4 said, “[I]t is our mission, call, and
responsibility [to] interact with folks outside our walls” and engage “in relationships that
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enable us to share the gospel.” His understanding was that the church was the only
organization that exists for nonmembers. MFP5 emphasized that engaging with the
culture happened one-on-one and that “if you change the individual, you change the
culture.” MFP7 said that the pastor’s role is to speak truth to people where they are “in
meaningful ways.” MFP8 said, “[W]e have to break down walls and take church outside
the building.” MFP9 stressed the importance of “find[ing] points of connection” and
“bridg[ing] the gap between Christianity and American culture.” He said he understood
engaging culture but struggled “how to do it effectively.”
The participants ranged from four to nine on the scale used to measure their
understanding of engaging culture. The mean was 7.1.
Practice of Engaging Culture
The sixth question in the pre-project interview protocol was, “What are you doing
to engage culture?” The purpose of this question was to examine the extent to which the
participants and their churches were actively engaged in ministry outside the walls of
their churches. Missional leaders are called to go out into the world to be the hands and
feet of Jesus Christ and to make disciples of Jesus Christ. The typical responses to this
question were either descriptions of the ministry that was happening or expressions of
frustration over the challenges that prevent missional activity. Table 4.7 displays the
results to this question.
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Table 4.7. Pre-project Responses Regarding Cultural Engagement Practices
Participant

Score*

Key Comments

MFP1

5.0

MFP2

6.0

MFP3

5.5

MFP4

2.0

MFP5

8.0

MFP6

10.0

MFP7

7.0

Hold church services in the park and have community picnics

MFP8

8.0

Meals ministry, Christmas outreach, worship at town park and provide food

MFP9

5.0

Raise money to support missionaries, short-term mission trips

Mean

6.3

“Having conversations, building trust, and being real with people”
Care committee to meet needs in the community, soup kitchen, homeless
shelter
“Not enough.… [S]end teams to work in rural mission projects.”
“The church is doing very little…. I play basketball with kids in the parking
lot.”
Built a skating rink in the front of the church, food pantry, offer building to
the community
“Joined the Fire Department…. I do a Bible study with people in the jail.”

*1=low, 10=high

All nine participants said that they were engaged in ministries outside of the
church walls. Some of the engagement with culture was the result of their own personal
practices, while other engagement took place by the participants’ local churches. MFP1
said he engaged in ministry by “having conversations, building trust and being real with
people.” MFP2 developed a “care committee” to explore needs in the community and
how the church could meet those needs. He said that his church helped with an afterschool program, worked in a soup kitchen, sent volunteers to a homeless shelter, and was
working to develop a coalition for those impacted by the issue of suicide. MFP4 said that
he engaged in ministry by “playing basketball with kids in the parking lot.” MFP5
mentioned that they “built a skating rink in the front yard,” “have a food pantry” at the
church, and offered their building to the community. MFP7 said they held church
services in the park and had community picnics. MFP8 said that they engaged in ministry
to their community through a “meals ministry,” “Christmas outreach,” and through a
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“VBS promotional event at the community pool.” Their model as a church was to serve
people and ask, “How are you today?” Then they offered hope. MFP9 said that they
primarily served outside the walls of the church by having fund-raisers to raise money for
mission projects and by sending people on short-term mission trips.
Although participants described a number of activities and events in which they
and their churches were involved in, they shared frustration over challenges and barriers
that prevented them from doing more:
There is some equipping that needs to take place to help people become
bold witnesses. (MFP1)
We are not where we need to be…. Sometimes we focus too much on the
business of the church,… but we are making strides to continue to
improve. (MFP2)
Not enough. (MFP3)
The church is doing very little.… The expectations of our job description
limit us…. One of the reasons I have been discouraged is because what
motivates me is seeing people come to Christ. When I am not seeing that, I
am not motivated. (MFP4)
Trying to connect evangelism with action is [hard], because it is riskier
than just going to the soup kitchen and serving soup. (MFP9)
These comments suggest a gap between understanding how to to engage culture and
being effective in reaching culture in practice.
Participants ranged from 2-10 on the scale (1 = very little, 10 = very much) used
to measure the extent to which they engaged culture. The mean score was 6.3.
Participants who were eight or higher on the scale described how they personally
engaged with the unchurched in their community. MFP4, who indicated his level of
cultural engagement was 2, said his church was doing very little to connect with its
community.
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Leadership Focus—Inward (Organizational Mind-set) or Outward (World)
The seventh question in the preproject interview was based on the last
characteristic of missional leaders (see Appendix B), which is that they prioritize the
kingdom of God over the church as an organization: “Describe the focus of your energy
as a pastoral leader.” Table 4.8 shows the results from this question.

Table 4.8. Pre-project Responses Regarding Inward versus Outward Focus
Participant

Score*

Key Comments

MFP1

3 .0

MFP2

7.0

MFP3

4.0

“I am trying to juggle the balls of student, pastor, and husband.”

MFP4

3.0

“My focus is on Sunday morning worship and on building relationships…. I am
sheltered and in a Christian bubble.”

MFP5

3.5

“Missions, evangelism and outreach is [sic] where I try to put the emphasis.”

MFP6

7.0

“I spend a lot of time, not with church people, but with peripheral people.”

MFP7

2.0

“I have not focused enough outside the walls.”

MFP8

7.0

“Meeting with people outside the church setting is important.”

MFP9

3.0

“Something I need to do a better job at is getting out into the world.”

Mean

4.4

“Worship and teaching is my focus. The rest of my time is split between
administration, congregational care, visitation, counseling, communication, and
mentoring.”
“My heart and desire is to see people outside of the church to see the difference
that Christ can make in their life.”

*1=Church, 10=World

The purpose of this question was to explore whether the participants focused
inwardly on maintaining the church as an organization or outwardly on proclaiming the
kingdom of God and equipping people to engage in mission to the world. Missional
leaders intentionally focus their time on equipping disciples to go out into the world
rather than on preserving and maintaining the church as an organization.
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Six of the nine participants indicated that they focused inwardly on the church.
However, eight of the nine made statements that demonstrated their perception that a
greater focus outside the walls of the church was necessary and important. MFP1
commented that he had opportunities to engage with people through his children’s events
at school. MFP2 said that his focus was to “equip the saints to do the work of ministry”
and that his “heart and desire was to see people outside of the church to see the difference
that Christ can make in their life.” MFP4 expressed his frustration over not focusing
enough on the world by saying, “I am sheltered and in a Christian bubble.” MFP5 said
that he tried to put his focus on “missions, evangelism and outreach” and that nothing
“strengthens the local church more than [sending people] overseas.” MFP6 said he spent
“a lot of time, not with church people, but with peripheral people.” MFP7 said he had
“not focused enough outside the walls.” MFP8 commented, “[M]eeting with people
outside the church setting is important.” Finally, MFP9 said Sunday was a time “to teach
and equip so that hopefully members can go out and live how they’re supposed to….
Something I need to do a better job at is getting out into the world.” These responses
revealed that the majority of the participants had already placed value on reaching out but
often without the effectiveness and frequency with which they would have liked.
A focus on reaching out was inhibited by the demands and responsibilities of
pastoral ministry. The participants mentioned a number of pastoral responsibilities that
required significant time and attention within the walls of the church. Preaching and
preparing for Sunday worship was emphasized as an important focus by seven of the nine
participants. MFP1 said, “Worship and teaching is my focus. The rest of my time is split
between administration, congregational care, visitation, counseling, communication and
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mentoring.” MFP5 expressed the beliefs of the group when he said, “[I]t is important to
prepare adequately for sermons.” MFP2, MFP4, MFP5, MFP6, MFP8, and MFP9 all said
that worship and sermon preparation took a significant part of their time.
Six of the nine located themselves in the 2-4 range, which indicates that their
perceived focus was more on ministry inside the walls of the church. The mean score was
4.4. Three of the nine participants chose 7 which indicates that they perceived their focus
to be on ministry outside the church walls. The participants’ self-perceived focus
indicated by their scores seemed to coincide with their verbal comments.
Research Question #2
Research Question #2 asked, “What were the participants’ levels of spiritual
formation and perception of the value of missional leadership at the conclusion of the
professional development program?” The post-project interview protocol (located in
Appendix D) contained the same questions pertaining to spiritual formation and
missional leadership as the pre-project interview protocol but included one additional
question, “What have you learned about your spiritual life and ministry during the past
twelve weeks?” An outline of the weekly sessions, communication and correspondence,
and weekly handouts are located in Appendixes E, F and G, respectively.
Spiritual Vibrancy (Post-project Analysis)
The first question in the post-project interview protocol was, “How would you
describe the vibrancy of your spiritual life?” Table 4.9 displays the numbers (on a 1-10
scale) participants used to describe their spiritual vibrancy and a summary of their
comments.
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Table 4.9. Post-project Responses Regarding Spiritual Vibrancy
Participant

Score*

Difference
Pre to Post

MFP1

7.5

-0.5

MFP2

7.5

+1.0

MFP3

8.0

+1.0

MFP4

8.0

+1.5

MFP5

6.5

-0.5

MFP6

8.0

+0.5

MFP7

8.0

+1.0

MFP8

7.0

0

MFP9

6.5

+1.5

Mean

7.4

+0.6

Key Comments
“There is a relationship between spiritual vibrancy and living
by the rule of life.”
“I have been more mindful of God’s work [and] God’s call in
my life.”
“God’s grace is keeping me moving forward…. This group has
been a Godsend in the midst of all that.”
“For me, vibrancy is connected to the fruit of my ministry.”
“The thing that keeps me going is all of the sermon preparation
… looking for something to share ministers to me.”
“I realized that what I do can become my identity…. [It] has to
be in Jesus.”
“Since the group, my personal study and growth is where I have
been renewed.”
“I have a longing to be in the word for me.”
“Since I started the rule of life, … I have done a better job of
doing the spiritual disciplines on a daily basis.”

*1=low, 10=high

Following the small group professional development program, five of the nine
participants commented that they were experiencing greater levels of spiritual vibrancy.
When asked to describe the vibrancy of their spiritual lives, MFP2 said, “It is a lot
healthier the past couple of months.” MFP3 said, “My spiritual life is active, because
God’s grace is keeping me moving forward…. I’m not where I want to be, but I am not
where I was. This group has been a Godsend in the midst of all of that.” MFP7 said that
he was “renewed” and that he was “experiencing and identifying a season of growth” and
was “stronger than ever.” MFP8 said that his spiritual vibrancy was “increasing daily.”
MFP9 commented that his spiritual vibrancy was “growing.”
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Once again the participants primarily based their responses regarding spiritual
vibrancy in terms of their relationship with God, their feelings about ministry and their
spiritual formation practices.
Connection to God
MFP2 said that he was experiencing “contentment with what I am doing and
sensing God’s closeness.” MFP3, who previously stated during the pre-project interview
that he was “in the wilderness,” said that he was “active, engaged, moving forward,…
confirmed that God is present.” Other participants also made statements that revealed
greater connection to God in their lives. MFP6 said that his closeness to God helped him
to see areas where he needed transformation and a renewed focus on his identity in
Christ. MFP8 expressed that he longed for Christ “all the time.”
Feelings about Ministry
The participants expressed their awareness between the connection between
spiritual vibrancy and pastoral ministry. MFP1 said that along with spiritual vibrancy
came an “optimistic attitude, greater awareness of the call to ministry … an excitement
teaching and preaching the word.” MFP2 said, “I have been more mindful of God’s work
in my life, God’s call on my life.” MFP8 said he was “seeking the Holy Spirit’s
movement in [his] life and in the lives of others—seeing it and witnessing it.” MFP9 said
he had “more energy for ministry.”
Spiritual Formation Practices
Although all nine participants said they engaged in spiritual formation practices
during the pre-project interview, following the professional development program they
seemed to have a renewed perception of the value of engaging in spiritual formation
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practices and living by a rule of life. MFP1 noticed “a relationship between spiritual
vibrancy and living by the rule of life.” MFP2 said that “meeting with the group weekly,
having that time set apart to focus on the rule of life, has been good for my spiritual life.”
MFP3 said, “Spiritual formation practices are essential…. I don’t always do it because it
feels right, but because it is right.” MFP5 said, “I believe that emotion follows motion.
You don’t do something because you feel like doing it…. [W]hen you are doing the right
things you start to feel it.” MFP7 said as a result of the group, he had a “renewed practice
of going to the Scripture daily outside of the job.” MFP8 shared that he had “a longing to
be in the Word” and craved “to be in the gospels” and to live “off of what Christ has
given to us.” Finally, MFP9 said, “Since I started the rule of life,… I have done a better
job of doing the spiritual disciplines on a daily basis,… that is bearing fruit.” The
participants’ narrative responses indicate that they recognized the importance of spiritual
formation practices.
The participants ranged from 6.5 to 8 on the scale used to measure post-project
spiritual vibrancy. The mean score was 7.4, which was an increase of .6. Six of the nine
participants located themselves higher on the spiritual vibrancy scale following their
participation in the small group experience. One participant’s numerical value was
unchanged, and two experienced a slight decrease.
Modeling Christlike Character (Post-project Analysis)
The second question in the post-project interview protocol was, “How well do
you currently model Christlike character?” Based on their comments following the tensession small group experience, all nine participants seemed to have a greater desire and
awareness of their need to model Christlike character in all areas of their lives. Table 4.10
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displays a summary of the participants’ numerical and verbal descriptions regarding how
well they modeled Christlike character at the conclusion of the project.

Table 4.10. Post-project Responses Regarding Modeling Christlike Character
Difference
Pre to Post

Participant

Score*

MFP1

6

-0.5

MFP2
MFP3

6.5
7.5

+0.5
-0.5

MFP4

8

0

MFP5

8

0

MFP6

8

+0.5

MFP7
MFP8

7
6

+3.0
+0.5

MFP9

6

+1.0

Mean

7

+0.6

Key Comments
“More and more, I am sensing that I am aware that I desire to
model Christlike character.”
“I am more mindful of my need to model it.”
“I am wrestling with this in all of my daily decisions.”
“In general, I try to love God and love others…. I don’t do [as
well in] situations with complete strangers.”
“I try to treat people with integrity and compassion.”
“I have a lot of habits by the grace of God that are good. They
help protect me.”
“I have a better understanding of what [Christlikeness] means.”
“I am finding … when I am not Christlike, I am burdened by it.”
“I try to have a servant attitude…. I would like to and need to do
better.”

*1=low, 10=high

The following comments reflected the changes in the participants regarding their
ability to model Christlike character:
•

“More and more, I am sensing that I am aware that I desire to [model

Christlike character] and that God is equipping me to do that” (MFP1).
•

“I have a better understanding of what it means to be Christlike” (MFP7).

•

“My desire is to be Christlike in every setting” (MFP8).

•

“I want it to flow naturally out of who I am…. Sometimes I have to force

myself to model Christlike character and I don’t want it to be that way…. I am more
mindful of my need to model it” (MFP2).
•

“One of my weaknesses is that there are many opportunities when I need to

speak truth,… and I don’t do it” (MFP3).
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•

“The area I am weakest in is times when I need to be more confrontive in

dealing with situations” (MFP5).
•

“I am working on Christlike behavior at home” (MFP6).

•

“Not nearly as well as I would like to” (MFP7).

•

“I am finding what when I am not Christlike I am burdened by it” (MFP8).

•

“I would like to and need to do better” (MFP9).

Following the project, the participants recognized areas where they needed growth.
Based on the scores of the nine participants, five of them indicated that they were
modeling Christlike character better following the project. Two participants indicated
they were unchanged, and two slightly decreased. The mean score was 7, reflecting a
mean increase of .6. MFP7 located himself three points higher during the post-project
interview. He stated that he had a better understanding of being Christlike. Based on their
narrative responses, MFP1, MFP2, MFP3, MFP7, MFP8, and MFP9 indicated that they
were more mindful of their need to model Christlike character. Some participants may
have located themselves higher on the scale because they were more intentional about
modeling Christlike character, while MFP1 and MFP3 may have located themselves
lower on the scale during the post-project interview due to a greater awareness in times
when they were not doing as well.
Mentoring Others in Spiritual Formation Practices (Post-project Analysis)
The third question in the post-project interview protocol was, “If you are currently
mentoring others in spiritual formation practices, how are you doing it?” Table 4.11
summarizes the results of this question.
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Table 4.11. Post-project Responses Regarding Mentoring in Spiritual Formation
Difference
Pre to Post

Participant

Score*

MFP1

8.0

0

MFP2

8.0

0

MFP3

6.0

0

MFP4

7.5

+0.5

MFP5

4.0

-3.0

MFP6

6.0

-3.0

MFP7

9.0

+0.5

MFP8

7.0

+2.0

MFP9

4.0

+1.0

Mean

6.6

-0.2

Key Comments
“I seek to do this through formal and informal relationship
building.”
“Teaching opportunities provide me many opportunities to
mentor others.”
“I can do better. I would like to be more involved with people.”
“I mentor others by [discussing] books [and] issues.”
“I meet with several groups to pray and talk about the
Scriptures.”
“For a vast majority, the way I reach them is through my
preaching.”
“I am leading my administrative council to read through the
Bible in a year.”
“I am trying to actively show others how to practice the
disciplines.”
“I am looking for ways to pour out my cup.”

*1=low, 10=high

The participants’ responses regarding how they were mentoring others in the
practices and habits of spiritual formation revealed no significant changes in mentoring
practices between the pre- and post-project interviews. Participants sought to mentor
others through formal and informal relationships. Mentoring opportunities were found in
preaching, teaching, leading classes, and meeting with people.
The participants’ post-project responses indicated that they had a greater
perception of the value of mentoring others in spiritual formation practices. MFP3 said,
“I think I can do better. I would like to be more involved with people.” MFP4 lamented,
“I feel like a failure in leading my congregation to practice the disciplines, but the
congregation would tell you differently.” MFP5 met with several groups to “pray and talk
about the Scriptures.” MFP6 mentored persons through “working with the youth group”
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and writing letters to people in jail. MFP7 was “leading [his] administrative council to
read through the Bible in a year.” MFP8 said he mentored men “to practice the spiritual
disciplines and hold others accountable.”
The nine participants ranged from 4-9 on the scale used to measure the degree to
which they were mentoring others in the practices and habits of spiritual formation. The
mean score was 6.6, reflecting a mean decrease of .2. Six of the nine participants did not
change or had a difference of 1 or less between the pre- and post-project interviews. One
interesting observation was that the two participants who were the oldest and most
experienced as pastors (MFP5 and MFP6) both located their degree of mentoring three
degrees lower during the post-project interview. One reason for this change could be
greater awareness. Conversely, MFP7, the pastor with the least experience in full-time
ministry, located himself two degrees higher on the scale. He emphasized prayer and
Scripture reading in his mentoring relationships.
Beliefs about What God Can Do among Unchurched People (Post-project Analysis)
The fourth question in the post-project interview protocol was, “What are your
beliefs about what God can do among unchurched people?” This question sought to
examine the participants’ beliefs regarding how God can work in their surrounding
contexts. One characteristic of missional leaders is to believe in God’s ability to bring
healing, grace, and transformation to dark and hopeless places. All of the participants said
that God can do anything. The results are displayed in Table 4.12.
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Table 4.12. Post-project Responses Regarding Beliefs about What God Can Do
among Unchurched People
Participant

Score*

Difference
Pre to Post

Key Comments
“God’s Spirit is moving and calling people even before they
know it.”
“[God] can stir the heart to ask questions and explore the
claims of God.”

MFP1

10.0

0

MFP2

8.0

-1.0

MFP3

8.0

+1.5

MFP4

10.0

0

“[I have seen] folks totally transformed from the lowest of
low situations to life in Christ that I have never doubted that
God can do anything at any time.”

MFP5

10.0

0

“Anything he wants.”

MFP6

10.0

0

“God is already there…. God can transform lives.”

MFP7

10.0

0

“I place no limits on it. The current church is the limitation.”

MFP8

10.0

+2.0

“The power of God to transform lives—nothing can hold him
back.”

MFP9

10.0

+2.5

“He can bring new hope into people’s lives and situations.”

Mean

9.6

+0.6

“God works through prevenient grace.”

*1=low, 10=high

The participants’ responses included the following:
•

“God is certainly going ahead of us into all situations whether or not we

engage with the culture” (MFP1).
•

“God is limitless.… God’s vision is to bring all people to himself” (MFP3).

•

“The Holy Spirit can do amazing things and offer what people can’t find

anywhere else” (MFP3).
•

“I have always been drawn to the most challenging and difficult people

because I love to see transformation” (MPF4).
•

“[God] can bring new hope into people’s lives and situations” (MFP9).

A few participants shared how their beliefs influenced their ministry practices. MFP6
said, “I joined the Fire Department so I can hang out with those guys.” Similarly, MFP4
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said, “I have always been drawn to the most challenging and difficult people because I
love to see transformation.” That only two participants specifically described how their
beliefs led them to reach out in mission may indicate a gap between beliefs actions.
The scores ranged from 8-10. Seven of the nine participants indicated that their
beliefs were a 10, while two others measured their belief at 8. The mean score was 9.6,
which was an increase of .6. If the only factor were God’s power and ability to reach and
transform lives, all of them would have chosen 10. However, their understanding of free
will led most of the participants to qualify their statements.
Understanding the Need to Engage Culture (Post-project Analysis)
The fifth question in the post-project interview was, “What is your understanding
of what it means to engage culture?” The purpose of this question was to examine the
participants’ understanding of the church’s place within society and their need to go out
into the culture to engage with people. Seven of the nine participants said that engaging
culture involved meeting people where they are and communicating in ways that the
message is understood. This understanding is in keeping with Jesus who went to
fishermen and said, “I will make you fishers of people.” Table 4.13 summarizes the
participants’ responses.
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Table 4.13. Post-project Responses Regarding Cultural Engagement
Difference
Pre to Post

Participant

Score*

Key Comments

MFP1

7.0

0

“It is something we can learn to do all the time.”

MFP2

8.0

0

“[It] is putting the gospel in such a way that it touches people
where they are.”

MFP3

7.5

-0.5

“[It means] finding ways to communicate across all barriers.”

MFP4

6.0

-3.0

“We have to be in the world, but not of it.”

MFP5

7.5

+3.5

MFP6

9.0

0

MFP7

7.0

+2.0

MFP8

7.0

0

MFP9

8.0

+1.0

Mean

7.4

+0.3

“Transformation of the individual is the means for
transforming society.”
“Having a worship service that you’re proud of … allows
people in the church to invite other folks to come.”
“We need to meet people where they are.”
“Christ was engaging because he was involved in people’s
lives.”
“[It involves trying] to form connections and build
relationships and be a conduit to help them to connect with
God and grow in their relationship with him.”

*1=low, 10=high

During their interviews, all of the participants understood that building
relationships and sharing the gospel must take place outside of the church building.
MFP7, MFP8, and MFP9 all said, “[W]e need to meet people where they are.” MFP1
said, “[W]hen we are out in public, [we should ask], ‘God, is there an opportunity here
with the person standing next to me?’” Typical responses from the participants focused
on building relationships and communicating effectively:
•

“If you look at everybody you see as a person Christ died for,… it’s an

opportunity to build a relationship so Christ can work through me” (MFP1).
•

“Engaging culture means finding ways to communicate across all barriers so

that the gospel message is heard” (MFP3).
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On a ten-point scale used to measure the participants’ levels of understanding regarding
the meaning of engaging culture (1 = very low, 10 = very high), the mean was 7.4, which
was an increase of .3. Four participants did not indicate a change between their two
interviews, while three moved higher on the scale and two moved lower on the scale.
Practice of Engaging Culture (Post-project Analysis)
The sixth question in the post-project interview protocol was, “What are you
doing to engage culture?” All nine participants were actively engaged in their
communities or wrestled with how to lead their congregations to reach out to their
communities. They held worship gatherings, small groups, and special events outside the
walls of the church. MFP3 admitted he was not doing enough in his community but
wanted to do more. He said, “I am inwardly focused right now. I am not doing a lot.” He
was aware of his church’s need for more engagement with the community.
The participants’ responses ranged from 4-9 on the scale. The mean score was
6.7, an increase of .4. Most of the participants were within one number of where they
were during the pre-project interview. One participant, MFP4, located himself at a 6.5
during the post-project interview, an increase of 4.5. He attributed greater passion for
reaching out to a church conference he attended and to seeing people come to faith in
Christ. The responses and scores are summarized in Table 4.14.
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Table 4.14. Post-project Responses Regarding Cultural Engagement Practices
Participant

Score*

Difference
Pre to Post

Key Comments

MFP1

6.0

+1.0

“We have outreach events at the church, but it is more of a
mind-set than an event.”

MFP2

7.0

+1.0

Meet people outside of the building for small groups, etc.

MFP3

6.0

+0.5

“Not enough…. I am inwardly focused right now.”

MFP4

6.5

+4.5

MFP5

8.0

0

MFP6

9.0

-1.0

[Congregation is in a program to learn to reach unchurched.]
“We have a lot of people … doing things for their
neighbors.”
“[I] visit people in the jail…joined the Fire Department.”

MFP7

7.0

0

MFP8

7.0

-1.0

MFP9

4.0

-1.0

Mean

6.7

+0.4

“[I am trying] to engage culture by featuring the children’s
ministry in an upcoming service … held in the town park.”
“[We are] engaging culture through visiting in the jail, having
Bible studies in the bar, meeting at the community pool to
hold special events,… and going where the people are.”
“I am trying to discern [how to engage culture] and raise a
desire for doing that within the church, but it is a slow
process.”

*1=low, 10=high

Leadership Focus—Inward (Organizational Mindset) or Outward (World)
The seventh question in the post-project interview was, “Describe the focus of
your energy as a pastoral leader.” The participants’ responses are summarized in Table
4.15. The participants’ numerical responses indicated that six of the nine focused more on
ministry inside the walls of the church than outside. The scores ranged from 2.5 to 6. The
mean score for this question was a 3.8, which reflects a decrease in the mean score of .6.
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Table 4.15. Post-project Responses Regarding Inward versus Outward Focus.
Participant

Score*

Difference
Pre to Post

MFP1

3.5

+.5

MFP2

5

-2

MFP3

2.5

-1.5

MFP4

3

0

MFP5

4

+.5

MFP6

4

-3

MFP7

3.5

+1.5

MFP8

6

-1

MFP9

3

0

Mean

3.8

-.6

Key Comments
“A lot of the work I do is inside the walls of the church even
though I think a part of me desires to change that or at least
balance that every day.”
“I focus on building others up so they can be equipped and
released for ministry.”
“My primary call is to preach, teach and administer
sacraments.”
“The time I have to engage culture is limited.”
“Engaging the people is a big part of things for me. The real
focus is men, money and mission.”
“My disciplines to read the Scripture, study, preach and
exercise.”
“It is shifting toward the core group of the current
congregation and their spiritual life.”
“I focus on the community … and sermon preparation.”
“I could always spend more time with people.”

*1=Church, 10=World

Although their scores show a growing focus inward, their narrative responses
indicated that eight of the nine participants desired to focus more on equipping their
congregations to grow spiritually and to reach out to their communities. Their comments
demonstrated an awareness of their need to place more emphasis on ministry outside the
walls of the church. MFP1 said he wanted more “balance” and desired to focus more
outside the walls of the church. MFP2 said that he focused on “building others up so they
can be equipped and released for ministry.” MFP5 said that engaging the people was “a
big part of things” for him, but he had “not figured out a way to be with unchurched
people” the way he would like. MFP6 said he focused on his “disciplines to read the
Scripture, study, preach and exercise.” MFP7 also commented on spiritual formation by
saying his focus was “shifting toward the core group of the current congregation and their
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spiritual life.” Table 4.16 compares the participants based on their pre-project and postproject mean scores.

Table 4.16. Summary of the Mean Scores for Each of the Participants
Participant

Pre-Project

Post-Project

Difference

MFP1

7.4

7.4

0

MFP2

7.3

7.5

+0.2

MFP3

6.8

7.2

+0.4

MFP4

7.1

7.7

+0.6

MFP5

7.3

7.3

0

MFP6

8.8

8.3

-0.5

MFP7

6.9

8.0

+1.1

MFP8

6.8

7.3

+0.5

MFP9

5.4

6.4

+1.0

Note: The scale measuring inward versus outward focus was omitted from the
calculations because one and ten do not represent low and high as in the other
scales.

Table 4.17 compares the mean scores in each of the characteristics of missional
leadership. Overall, the numerical scales indicated that the participants’ increased on the
scales measuring spiritual vibrancy, modeling of Christlike character, beliefs regarding
what God can do in their surrounding context, understanding of engaging culture and
practice of engaging culture. The participants showed a slight decrease on the mentoring
scale and a slight shift in focusing more on the church than on the world outside of the
church walls.
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Table 4.17. Summary of Mean Scores in All Characteristics of Missional Leadership

Characteristics

Pre-project

Post-project

Difference

Spiritual vibrancy

6.8

7.4

+.6

Modeling Christlike character

6.4

7.0

+.6

Mentoring in spiritual formation practices

6.8

6.6

-.2

Beliefs—what God can do among unchurched

9.0

9.6

+.6

Understanding the need to engage culture

7.1

7.4

+.3

Practice of engaging culture

6.3

6.7

+.4

Focus—inward (church) or outward (world)

4.4

3.8

-.6

Reflections on the Experience
The final question in the post-project interview asked, “What have you learned
about your life and ministry throughout our ten weeks together?” The purpose of this
question was to gather final reflections from the participants regarding their experiences
in the professional development program and how their lives were impacted. All nine
participants said the small group experience was beneficial to their spiritual lives and
ministries.
Participants commented throughout the group experience that it was beneficial to
their spiritual lives. In an email sent to me after our first session together, MFP1 said:
“Great start today, thank you!...What a blessing it was to worship…I truly felt that what
we did today was Spirit-led…it filled me!”
Meeting in the small group provided an opportunity for the participants to
experience support and community. MFP1 said, “I am going to miss the group. I got to
know everyone a lot better and that was a blessing.” MFP2 found “great solace and
comfort in realizing again that I am not by myself. Other people are struggling, but we
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can struggle together and pray together and pray for each other. That gives me a great
sense of encouragement.” MFP3 received “affirmation and confirmation that I am
growing in grace.” MFP4 said the group “reinforced the value of small group
experiences” and held him “accountable in sharing the gospel.” MFP5 said the group was
“a breath of fresh air” and that “listening to the guys, especially as they talk about how
they are engaging their communities has been a real challenge to me and how I order my
time.” MFP7 said, “God reached me through God-centered men.” The men who
participated in the group appreciated the experience.
The participants commented that they were challenged and encouraged by the
focus on spiritual formation and living by a rule of life. MFP2 said that “as a pastor the
first thing to go is your personal devotional life” and that the rule of life was a useful tool
that “helps us to prioritize” in our lives. He also said that he had “a greater awareness of
why I am doing what I am doing.” MFP3 said, “I was reminded that our source is the one
I have to stay in touch with.” MFP7 recognized his own need for devotional time with
God outside of ministry. He said, “It spoke to me throughout our experience that I need to
give what I have and be filled.” MFP8 said, “I have to be conscious of refueling [in my
spiritual life],” and the focus on renewal and personal devotional life “has been a good
challenge.” MFP9 said that this experience “reinforced to me the importance of making
sure that I am taking time to invest in my own spiritual life with God.” The participants
recognized their vital need to connect with God through spiritual formation practices.
Summary of Major Findings
There were seven major findings resulting from this study.
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1. All of the participants found that participating in a small group of pastors to
focus on their spiritual lives and ministries was a beneficial experience.
2. Following the program, two-thirds of the participants indicated greater levels
of spiritual vibrancy manifested by closer connection to God, greater awareness of the
relationship between spiritual life and ministry and renewed perception of the value of
spiritual formation practices.
3. Following the small group experience, eight out of nine participants seemed to
have a greater desire and awareness of their need to model Christlike character,
specifically in regard to avoiding temptation and manifesting the fruit of the Spirit, in all
areas of their lives.
4. Although the participants’ showed a decrease in mean score of .2, their postproject responses indicated that they had a greater perception of the value of mentoring
others in spiritual formation practices.
5. The participants indicated they had strong beliefs in what God could do in the
lives of unchurched people, but I found a disconnect between their beliefs and how to put
them into practice.
6. The participants showed a slight mean score increase of .3 and demonstrated
by their narrative responses that they had a good pre-project and post-project
understanding engaging culture.
7.

The participants showed a decrease of .6 in the mean score used to measure

their focus (1 = church, 10 = world) but seemed to have a greater awareness of their need
to focus on ministry to the world outside of the church walls.
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This chapter completes the report on the major findings of the research project.
Chapter 5 provides a discussion of the major findings, as well as implications, limitations,
unexpected observations, and recommendations for future study.
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CHAPTER 5
DISCUSSION
Major Findings
Pastors must learn how to deal effectively with the challenges they encounter as
leaders of churches that have lost their influence and identity in a post-Christendom
culture. Unlike many business models, missional leadership is not about developing
techniques and programs. Rather, it emphasizes spiritual formation through the practices
and habits of the Christian life. Making disciples and nurturing missional churches
requires that spiritual leaders rediscover, model, and teach these practices in their
congregations.
Relationships with God, others, and self are vital to spiritual vitality and the
ability to serve effectively as a missional leader. Effective pastoral leadership flows out
of a personal faith in Jesus Christ and a growing relationship with him. As people
experience deepening intimacy with Jesus Christ, the love they experience in their walk
with him overflows into outward mission. Love for God and intimacy with Jesus Christ
can be cultivated through a small group of pastors who meet weekly to focus on spiritual
formation and missional leadership.
Pastors who are confident in who they are as children of God and are cultivating
their relationship with Jesus Christ manifest the love of Christ in their lives and
ministries. An emphasis on personal spiritual formation is essential for pastors who want
to be spiritually vibrant and provide effective leadership marked by love, integrity, and
humility. Spiritual leaders who attempt to lead without the help of the Holy Spirit will
lack fruit and dry up. When a pastor’s relationship with God begins to wane, passion and
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enthusiasm for mission and ministry also diminishes. Pastoral leaders often feel isolated
and do not have an intentional network of colleagues with whom they can process their
experiences and learn, share, and grow as pastoral leaders.
Christians throughout the centuries have met in small groups to build community
and strengthen one another as disciples of Jesus Christ. Pastors benefit from meeting in
small groups where their love for God can be cultivated and their ability to serve as
missional leaders can be developed. By participating in small groups, pastors find support
and encouragement as they discuss the challenges and demands of serving as pastoral
leaders.
The early Methodists, led by John Wesley, focused on encountering the grace of
Christ so that ministry flowed from transformed lives. My hope for the pastors who
engaged in this program was that they would experience God’s love and grace and find
renewal in their lives and ministries. The purpose of this study was to examine the effects
of changes in spiritual formation and perception of the value of missional leadership
through a professional development program for pastors.
Meaningful Small Group Experience
The pastors who participated in this study found that meeting weekly in a small
group to reflect on their spiritual lives and ministries was a positive experience. Prior to
the professional development program, the participants recognized the importance of
meeting with others for spiritual growth and encouragement. As we began meeting, we
experienced the blessing of eating, talking, reading Scripture, and praying together.
Participants were encouraged by the opportunities they had to listen to and pray for one
another. They were challenged by the experience of developing a rule of life and being
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held accountable to live by it. They were supported in the areas in which they sought
growth. The small group professional development program became a source of comfort,
encouragement, and spiritual formation.
The positive reaction of the participants in the study is similar to the research and
experiences of others. According to Hunter, small groups consisting of Scripture reading,
prayer, and nurture have a beneficial impact on people’s lives. Dendiu believes that all
pastors should participate in an accountability group, live by a personal rule of life, and
take time for retreat and renewal (91). Jack M. Horner, Jr. found that small group
spiritual formation can be an effective means to develop missional identity in the lives of
believers.
In the early days of the Methodist movement, followers of Jesus met together in
class and band meetings. Henderson discusses the class meeting as the primary reason for
the strength and spiritual vitality of the early Methodists. Every week the groups would
meet for encouragement and fellowship. The class meetings provided a place where those
present could be open and honest with one another. Their main purpose was to facilitate
accountability and discipleship among the society members (Watson 95). Our weekly
meetings throughout the ten-session experience served these same purposes.
Followers of Jesus Christ are never called to follow him alone. In Luke 5:11,
Simon Peter and the others leave everything and follow Jesus together. Living as a
disciple of Jesus Christ is not always an easy road. Pastoral leaders are all too familiar
with the emotional toll that full-time ministry can have on individuals, especially those
who are not content with maintaining the status quo. The participants in this program
found strength, support, and encouragement through their involvement.
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Most pastors have busy schedules and have difficulty trying to carve out time to
cultivate their own spiritual lives in a small group setting with other pastors. However,
the participants’ beneficial experience in this study informs pastors of their need to
prioritize their own spiritual formation with others who share similar responsibilities and
desire to grow as Christlike leaders. Pastors who are interested in participating in small
groups must intentionally seek out others with the same goals.
Increased Levels of Spiritual Vibrancy
After the spiritual formation experience, two-thirds of the participants indicated
greater levels of spiritual vibrancy exhibited by closer connection to God, greater
awareness of the relationship between spiritual life and ministry and renewed perception
of the value of spiritual formation practices. Several participants shared that their
participation in the small group and practice of living by a rule of life had a positive
impact on their personal spiritual formation and their awareness of God’s presence in
their ministries.
Prior to the professional development program, several participants felt drained
and were not seeing fruit in their ministries. Throughout the program, participants found
themselves looking to the Scriptures and praying, not just for the benefit of their
ministries but to cultivate their personal relationship with the Lord. A number of times
pastors mentioned that if they were not going to the Scriptures to encounter Jesus, they
were going for the wrong reason. After the program, participants spoke of a renewed
hunger to read Scripture for their own spiritual growth.
Several of the participants admitted that the demands and challenges of ministry
had taken a toll on their lives and families. They had difficulty maintaining boundaries
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between work and rest. Their small group involvement and commitment to living by the
rule of life helped to provide renewed balance and focus on caring for their own lives and
family time. Headley writes that love of self helps pastors not to overlook their own
needs in ministry (7). Small group provides a place for pastors to hold one another
accountable and find encouragement in caring for themselves.
The changes in spiritual vibrancy that took place in the lives of the participants
throughout the project is in agreement with others who have written on the subject.
Geoffrion asserts that leaders need to experience personal transformation that results in a
change in their leadership (7). This transformation requires their willingness to find
strength in spiritual formation practices (27) that have been formational for people
throughout the centuries. For the past two thousand years, people have experienced
growth and transformation through the practice of Christian habits. According to Foster,
spiritual formation practices are the means through which people make themselves
available to the transforming grace of God (8). Grace, not a small group program or a
spiritual discipline, makes the difference in the hearts and lives of people.
In the Gospels, the disciples quickly saw how the presence of Jesus changed their
lives. In Luke 5, Peter and the other fishermen were washing their nets after not catching
any fish. After Jesus commanded them to let down the nets for a catch, they caught a
great quantity of fish. Jesus said, “Remain in me, and I will remain in you. No branch can
bear fruit by itself; it must remain in the vine. Neither can you bear fruit unless you
remain in me” (John 15:4, NIV). These accounts speak to the difference that Christ
makes in the lives of people and their ministries.
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Pastors who neglect their own spiritual formation will find themselves feeling
drained, frustrated, and devoid of God’s presence and guidance in their lives and
ministries. Many understand this reality but fail to put their knowledge into practice.
Those who take the time to develop a rule of life and live by it will find that the grace of
God enables them to develop a greater awareness of God’s love and presence, and greater
power and clarity in ministry. Willard writes that spiritual formation practices enable
Christians to rely on God and his kingdom rather than human power alone (353).
The pastor’s identity as a beloved child of God is one aspect of Christian living
that greatly impacts his or her ministry. From my experience, pastors who base their
identity on what they do or what they accomplish can find themselves experiencing
frustration and burnout. Several group members spoke of the importance of living and
doing ministry with the awareness that their identity comes from Christ. Merton writes
that outward acts of service are a response to God’s love for us (64) and must flow from a
life of grace (8). The Christian’s motivation for vital ministry comes from daily
experiencing the grace of God and recognizing his or her identity as a beloved child of
God.
Greater Desire and Intent to Model Christlike Character
After the professional development program, eight out of nine participants
indicated a greater desire and awareness of their need to model Christlike character,
specifically in regard to avoiding temptation and manifesting the fruit of the Spirit, in all
areas of their lives. Although participants said that they modeled Christlike character in
their ministry settings, they recognized that they needed to be more Christlike at home.
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Demonstrating a patient, loving, servant-hearted attitude at the church was easier than at
home.
Participants recognized that they fell short in their efforts to model Christlike
character consistently, but they were aware of their need to change. This recognition
became a topic of discussion during our second session. Several participants mentioned
that they needed to leave temptation behind and not be enticed by it. They said at times
their flesh made demonstrating Christlike character difficult. One area in which
participants sought to leave their flesh behind was in their relationships with others. They
mentioned that they wanted to love God and all people. They said they wanted to be
patient, especially with those in their own homes and with complete strangers.
Christlike character is an important characteristic of missional leadership. Barna
writes that Christian leaders lead primarily through Christlike character (25). This view is
similar to Roxburgh and Romanuk who contend that the key ingredient to leading a
congregation to become missional is the personal character of the leader (114). Leaders
must be able to model spiritual formation practices that form Christian character and
identity, such as prayer, reading Scripture, solitude, and hospitality (115). According to
Brian D. Babcock, as people “spend more time in Scripture and prayer (Spiritual
Disciplines), they see positive changes and growth in their relationship to God, others,
and self” (164). A willingness to be personally shaped by God’s grace through spiritual
formation practices is a prerequisite for effective missional leadership.
In the Scriptures, the people of God do not demonstrate perfect character but
display an awareness of their need for humility and repentance. When Peter saw the great
catch of fish, he knelt before Jesus in penitence and humility (Luke 5:8). He is confronted
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with the reality, power, and glory of Jesus and feels lowly and sinful in comparison. This
penitence is similar to Isaiah’s response when he saw the Lord seated upon the throne.
Isaiah said he was a man of unclean lips but had seen the Lord of hosts (Isa. 6:5). Both
Peter and Isaiah experienced fear and the need to repent. Simon Peter and Isaiah
demonstrated that humble and repentant hearts are characteristic of those whom God
calls, and both of their responses to the Lord serve as examples of what God desires.
Christlike character is formed through humility and repentance.
Pastoral leaders not only teach but also model to their congregations how to
follow Jesus wholeheartedly into ministry in the world. Those who do not seek to model
Christlike character with grace and humility will be unable to lead others effectively to
become faithful, mission-minded disciples. Pastors ought to honestly examine their own
hearts and lives, recognize the areas needing change, and maintain a posture of
repentance and humility before the Lord.
Greater Perception of the Value of Mentoring in Spiritual Formation
Post-project responses suggested that the participants’ had a greater perception of
the value of mentoring others in spiritual formation practices. The decrease in the mean
score used to measure the degree to which participants were mentoring others in the
practices and habits of spiritual formation was likely due to a greater awareness of their
need for growth. The participants recognized the significant influence they could have on
individuals through mentoring and the impact it would have on transforming their
churches.
One session that really resonated with the participants focused on mentoring and
apprenticing. We watched a video message given by Pastor Andy Stanley at the 2011
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Catalyst Conference at which he encouraged church leaders to “empty their cup” by
sharing with others whatever they can to teach and equip them. Several participants
shared this message with their churches in the weeks after this session. The pastors found
freedom in realizing that they were not responsible for filling others’ cups and teaching
them everything they needed to know, but simply to empty their own cup by conveying
to others how to engage in spiritual formation practices.
An essential role of pastoral leaders is to mentor others in the practices and habits
of the Christian life. An important characteristic of the missional leader is the ability to
teach and model others in the practices and habits that shape and mold the character and
identity of God’s people (Roxburgh and Romanuk 115). Learning to follow Jesus as a
growing disciple is a prerequisite for becoming a leader. Jones and Armstrong contend
that Christians learn how to live and grow as disciples in and through the practices of
Christian communities (61). The Christian faith is not only taught, but caught through the
practice and pattern of mentoring.
Throughout the Scriptures, those who are more experienced and mature in their
faith are called to share their lives and teaching with others. In Luke 5:1-11, the disciples
leave everything behind to follow Jesus and to learn from him. In Matthew 11:29, Jesus
instructs his followers by saying, “Take my yoke upon you and learn from me” (NIV).
Furthermore, in 2 Timothy 3:14, Paul exhorts Timothy, “But as for you, continue in what
you have learned and have become convinced of, because you know those from whom
you learned it.” Those who are younger are instructed to learn from others.
An important role of pastoral leaders is to mentor others and teach them how to
grow spiritually through daily spiritual formation practices. These practices provide
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opportunities for people to experience the grace of God in fresh new ways. A church that
embraces the practice of mentoring others in the habits of spiritual formation will
experience spiritual growth and follow in the footsteps of those who have modeled the
faith to others throughout the centuries.
Disconnect between Missional Beliefs and Practices
One characteristic of missional leaders is that they have a high view of what God
can do to bring healing and transformation to a dark and fallen world. In this study, the
participants expressed strong belief in what God could do to bring transformation to the
lives of people in their surrounding contexts. However, they also expressed pessimism
over the lack of human response to God’s gracious initiative. Therefore, a gap seemed to
exist between participants’ beliefs in what God could do and their understanding of how
to put their beliefs into practice. I observed that they were frustrated and desired to see
more people respond to God’s grace. My observations are similar to what Roxburgh and
Romanuk found when interacting with pastors and congregations (18).
The theological framework that informs a connection between God’s power and
human resistance is the Incarnation. The Incarnation offers hope, redemption, and new
life for a broken world and struggling churches. It also encourages pastoral leaders to
lead their churches to shine the light of Christ in a dark and hurting world.
Luke 5:1-11 is a powerful illustration for frustrated and discouraged missional
leaders. The account serves as an implied promise that the mission of bringing people
into the kingdom will be like the catch of fish that Peter and the others experienced (T.
Wright 54). Jesus does not call his followers to minister in isolation but to partner with
him and to be in ministry as a community. “Ministry is essentially about our joining
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Christ in his ministry, not his joining us in ours. So much of our stress and burnout is the
direct result of our failure to grasp this basic truth about ministry” (Seamands, Ministry
21). This truth offers hope and encouragement to pastoral leaders who have yet to
experience a net-breaking fishing ministry.
Good Understanding of Cultural Engagement
The participants showed a slight mean score increase of .3 and demonstrated by
their narrative responses that they had good pre-project and post-project understanding of
engaging culture. I observed throughout the study that the participants understood that
pastors and churches will not find success in reaching people if they expect the people to
come to them. Pastoral leaders will find greater effectiveness in mission when they
recognize the necessity of reaching out beyond the walls of the church to engage with
people. They expressed that any time they were out in public places or attending a
community event was an opportunity to be a witness for Christ.
Throughout the interviews and during times of conversation, participants
demonstrated that reaching people involves meeting people where they are, building
relationships and speaking in ways in which the gospel is understood. They were aware
of the barriers that keep people from responding to the grace of Jesus. Fear of the
unknown, misunderstandings about money, bad experiences with Christians in the past,
and poor communication were all discussed as barriers that would keep people from
entering the church. Meeting people outside the walls of the church and getting to know
them can help dispel their fears and open the door to conversations about faith.
The church does not exist for its own members but for the world around it.
Therefore, Christians are called to go out into the world to reach people and make
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disciples. In Luke 5:1-11, the miraculous catch of fish was an opportunity for Jesus to
teach Peter and the other disciples that he was calling them to go out into the deep water
and fish for people. Just asserts that the real miracle in this passage is not the catch of fish
but Peter’s response to God’s call on his life to share Christ with the world (205).
Engaging with people requires that Christians follow Jesus out into the world. This
understanding is in agreement with Gibbs who states that missional leaders must function
and serve beyond the comfort of the church subculture (147).
The understanding that Christians are called to go out into the world to make
disciples flows from an understanding of the Trinity. Seamands discusses Trinitarian
ministry as the ministry of Jesus to the Father, by the Holy Spirit, for the benefit of the
church and the world (15). This concept is similar to Willimon’s Trinitarian
understanding that God the Father’s nature is to reach out and send Jesus, the Holy Spirit,
and the church into the world (239).
Having an impact for Christ in the surrounding culture requires pastors to reach
out in love to engage with people, rather than to sit back and wait for people to come to
the church. Engaging with people in the culture and equipping their churches to witness
in the world should be priorities for all pastors.
Greater Awareness of Their Focus
The participants showed a decrease of .6 in the mean score (1 = focus on the
church, 10 = focus on the world) but seemed to have a greater awareness of their need to
focus on ministry outside of the church walls. I observed that the participants frequently
expressed their desire to have a greater impact on the world, but cited time and weekly
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demands as limiting factors. Preaching, preparing for worship, handling administrative
tasks and communicating were all tasks that required a focus on the church.
Although pastors expressed their desire to shift their focus toward the world, or at
least have more balance between the church and the world, they actually showed a mean
score decrease on the scale used to measure their focus. This change may indicate a
greater awareness of how they spent their time and recognition that they could be more
intentional about being in the world and equipping their people to reach out in mission.
A greater awareness of the need to focus outside the church is similar to the
change that took place in the life of Wesley. Following his Aldersgate experience,
Wesley wanted to offer Christ to those who were not being reached by the church. He
recognized that the church was not fulfilling its purpose. According to A. Skevington
Wood, the church exists primarily to connect people to Christ and its nature is to be an
outgoing society (137). Wesley’s transformation led to his practice of discipleship for
mission and evangelism. Pastors who experience a shift in their focus toward the world
would make equipping their people for outreach a priority. This view is supported by
Guder who writes that missional leaders ought to invest their time, energy, and attention
on creating missional communities (208).
Pastoral ministry requires a great deal of time and energy. Pastors could spend
every minute focusing on worship, ministry, and programs that take place within the
church building. Creating budgets, maintaining the building, and running programs
require a great deal of time. However, the Church exists to be the body of Christ for the
world. Jesus said, “You will receive power when the Holy Spirit comes on you; and you
will be my witnesses in Jerusalem, and in all Judea and Samaria, and to the ends of the
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earth” (Acts 1:8, NIV). The power of the Holy Spirit is needed to enable pastors to go
beyond the walls of the church and enter into the world as ambassadors for Christ.
Implications of the Findings
This study highlights the beneficial impact a ten-week, small group, spiritual
formation experience for pastors can have on their ability to grow and serve as missional
leaders. Spiritual formation in the lives of pastoral leaders is essential to effective
ministry that forms missional communities of Christlike disciples. Developing and
modeling the seven characteristics of missional leaders (see Appendix B) is vital for
pastors who desire to lead and equip missional churches.
Although pastors can find themselves trying to do ministry in their own strength,
the findings in this study support the words of Jesus, the message of Scripture, and the
testimony of the saints that God desires to lead, transform, and empower Christians to
reach and bless the world. When believers in Christ cultivate their relationship with God
through the practices and habits of spiritual formation, they experience grace in a way
that brings renewal in their spiritual lives and greater passion in ministry.
Hopefully the participants in this study did not cease to live by their rule of life
but continued to seek out small group opportunities that focused on spiritual formation
and growth as missional leaders. If they continued to empty their cup into their
congregations they would have equipped their people to learn how to grow spiritually and
to be formed as missionally-minded followers of Jesus who are able to follow him into
the world to make disciples.
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Limitations of the Study
A number of considerations prevented generalizing the results of this study.
Although the participants were randomly invited to participate, they had to agree to
participate in the small group and live by a rule of life. Pastors coming from other
theological backgrounds may not have responded positively to the program sessions.
There may have been resistance to the necessity of God’s grace for transformation and
empowerment for mission. Group dynamics would have been affected in a mixed group
of males and females. Those who accepted the invitation to participate already valued
spiritual formation practices and involvement in small groups. My program was limited
to pastors serving in the Cornerstone District of the United Methodist Church. Pastors of
other denominations or of geographic areas outside of western New York may have
responded differently to the program.
Another factor that limited the study was that the professional development
program was not the only variable affecting the spiritual lives and ministries of the
participants. The participants’ levels of spiritual formation and perception of the value of
missional leadership could have been impacted by situations in their local churches, other
conferences and training seminars, and personal and family circumstances. Local church
situations could have impacted the participants’ responses depending on whether or not
the church was experiencing growth and optimism or decline and anxiety. Several
participants attended encouraging and inspirational conferences in the midst of the
program that could have contributed to greater optimism and passion in their spiritual
lives and ministries. During the project, one participant had a child facing brain surgery.
Depending on the day, he could have been concerned, preoccupied, anxious, or thankful
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based on new developments with his child’s health. These situations highlight the fact
that many different factors and experiences contribute to our thoughts about our spiritual
lives and ministries at any given time.
Unexpected Observations
James writes, “Do not merely listen to the word, and so deceive yourselves. Do
what it says” (4:22). One surprise was observing a disconnect between knowing right and
doing right. The gap between knowing and doing speaks to the need to be spiritually
formed so that what pastors do flows out of who they are. Many of the participants
recognized that they were able to model Christlike character much better in church
settings than at home or with strangers. They acknowledged they were more likely to act
patiently, kindly, friendly, and lovingly when they were with members of their
congregations. They admitted that they were not as willing to serve at home. One
participant told a story about being rude and expressing his bad attitude while driving and
then feeling guilty when he realized the other driver was an elderly woman from his
congregation. Another participant realized he was not being friendly to the person behind
him in line at the grocery store until he discovered it was a person who attended his
church. As they reflected on these situations, they realized that they should consistently
strive to be Christlike in every situation. Christlikeness is not a role Christians choose to
put on at certain times but a result of the grace of God at work in their lives. Their ability
to model Christ-like character can have a profound impact, positively and negatively, on
their relationships and their witness.
I was also surprised by the degree to which the participants’ understanding of
human freedom impacted what they believed God could do in their surrounding contexts.
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All of the participants believed God could do anything to bring about salvation and
transformation but were pessimistic about how humans resist the grace of God in their
lives. I could not have imagined prior to the study how significant the imagery in Luke 5,
of nets breaking and boats sinking, would be for offering hope and encouragement to
those desiring to be fishers of people.
Recommendations
Several possible ways exist to expand on this research. One avenue would be to
examine the impact of implementing a similar study with lay leaders and others in the
local church. How would their experiences and changes differ from those of clergy
participants? Most laypeople do not have the same training and background in spiritual
formation. Would this experience have more of an impact? What changes would they
experience regarding their levels of spiritual vibrancy, ability to model Christlike
character, and other characteristics of missional leaders?
I am thankful I had willing participants who agreed to be a part of this study.
However, the pool of pastors was limited based on geographical factors and the reality
that most pastors would not drive several hours to be a part of a small group. About half
of the pastors who received invitations declined to participate. Those who knew me were
more likely to invest the time and energy in the experience. If someone were to replicate
this study, they may want to consider inviting pastors from other denominations or seek
other ways to experience diversity and a larger population.
One way to build on this research would be to examine how growth in each of the
characteristics of missional leaders would impact the church on an organizational level. If
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clergy and lay leaders were to participate in a similar study, what would the long-range
impact be on the church’s mission and outreach three, six, or twelve months later?
I would be particularly interested in how this study would impact the lives and
ministries of clergy who are already discouraged and burned out. Several participants in
this study stated that their spiritual lives were renewed and stronger following their
involvement in the small group program. Perhaps this project could be a tool for restoring
spiritual vibrancy and hope in the lives and ministries of those in need of renewal.
Postscript
The small groups of which I have been a part for the purpose of spiritual growth
and accountability have been a source of encouragement in my personal and vocational
life. My involvement in this program with nine other pastors from my district was no
exception. Times of eating, worship, growth, conversation, prayer and fellowship were a
blessing. When I sent out the initial email to randomly selected pastors, I had many
questions swirling around in my mind. Who will agree to participate? Will anyone agree
to participate? Will anyone show up after the first week? Will the group experience trust
and cohesion? After I started to receive confirmation from the participants, I was excited
about the time we would spend together.
Each of the men in the group was a source of blessing and encouragement to me. I
have deeper relationships with each of them. I am thankful for their participation and
pray that God would continue to transform our hearts and character so that we can be the
people God wants us to be and lead our communities to know and follow Christ in a way
that brings glory to him.
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APPENDIX A
PRE-PROJECT E-MAIL INVITATION
Ash Wednesday, February 13, 2013
Dear _______________:
I am working to complete my studies through the Beeson Pastor Doctor of
Ministry program at Asbury Seminary. My dissertation project involves facilitating a
professional development program for pastors. I would like to extend an invitation to you
to participate in a ten-week small group experience with approximately ten other pastors
from our district.
The sessions will be held primarily at Bemus Point United Methodist Church at
11:30 am on Thursdays (beginning February 28) and last approximately two hours. We
will begin each session with lunch that I will provide. We will share about our lives and
ministries, and discuss our role as pastoral leaders. I have included a tentative schedule
below. If you are interested in participating, but have conflicts due to schedule or travel
distance, please let me know.
You may wonder what will be expected of you. I will conduct a confidential
interview with each participant before and after our ten-week small group experience. I
ask that each participant try to attend all ten sessions and engage in group discussions and
reflection. I trust that this will be an opportunity for us to deepen our relationship with
God, build deeper relationships with one another, and grow as pastoral leaders.
I will give you a call in the next day or two to ask if you would like to participate.
In the meantime, please e-mail me if you have any questions.
Sincerely,

David Cooke
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Tentative Small Group Schedule
Session 1

February 28

11:30 am

Bemus Point UMC

Session 2

March 7

11:30 am

Bemus Point UMC

Session 3

March 14

11:30 am

Bemus Point UMC

Session 4

March 21

11:00 am

Trinity UMC (Following district meeting)

March 28

No meeting during Holy Week.

April 4

No Meeting this week.

Session 5

April 11

11:30 am

Bemus Point UMC

Session 6

April 18

11:00 am

Panama UMC (Following district meeting)

Session 7

April 25

11:30 am

Bemus Point UMC

Session 8

May 2

11:30 am

Bemus Point UMC

Session 9

May 9

11:30 am

Bemus Point UMC

Session 10

May 16

11:30 am

Bemus Point UMC
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APPENDIX B
CHARACTERISTICS OF MISSIONAL LEADERS
Ministry flows out of a vibrant spiritual life
Have a strong sense of identity as beloved children of God.
Model a growing personal relationship with Jesus Christ.
Depend on God for effectiveness in ministry.
Abide in Christ through prayer, reading Scripture, and other spiritual formation practices.
Experience the presence and power of the Holy Spirit in their lives and ministries.
Demonstrate emotional maturity (being present to oneself and others, being self-aware,
and can discuss pressures and struggles).
Model ChristLike Character
Model the humility of Christ.
Obey God and his Word.
Practice and demonstrate hospitality.
Compassion expressed in love for others.
Outward acts are not motivated by duty, but are a response to love.
Live authentic lives that are a witness to the world.
Discern God’s will for their lives and ministries.
Have the courage to do the right thing. Trustworthiness.
Mentor People in the Practices and Habits of the Christian Life
Form disciples who understand their role in continuing the ministry of Jesus by reaching
out in love to the world as the sent people of God.
Shape the imagination of a congregation to indwell and listen to scripture.
Cultivate an environment within which God’s people discern God’s directions and
activities in them and for the communities in which they find themselves.
Equip people for incarnational ministry.
Send people into their places of work, and schools as missionaries.
Have a High View of What God Can Do in Unlikely Places
Believe God can bring new life to dead places. Have high expectations of what God can
do in unlikely places (e.g., the Incarnation). Foster hope in their congregations.
Understand Culture
Recognize that Christendom is over and the Church is in the margins of society.
Engage Culture
Engage unchurched people in the surrounding cultural context by building relationships.
Prioritize the Kingdom of God over the Church as an Organization
Focus on the expansion of the kingdom, not preservation of an institution (Morgan).
Disciple with a view to deployment on mission, not servicing the organization (Morgan).
Lead their congregations to focus outwardly, rather than inwardly.
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APPENDIX C
PRE-PROJECT INTERVIEW PROTOCOL
Personal Information:
What is your name?
What is your age and family status?
How long have you been in full-time ministry?
How would you describe your theological perspective?
1. How would you describe the vibrancy of your spiritual life?
Locate yourself on the following continuum of vibrancy:
Not very vibrant

1

2

Very vibrant

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

2. How well do you currently model Christlike character?
Locate yourself based on how well you model Christlike character:
Not very well

1

2

Very well

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

3. If you are currently mentoring others in spiritual formation practices, how are you
doing it?
Locate yourself based on the degree to which you are mentoring others
in the practices and habits of spiritual formation:
Very low

1

Very high

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

4. What are your beliefs about what God can do among unchurched people?

10
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Locate your expectations regarding what God can do
among unchurched people in your surrounding context:
Very Low

1

Very High

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

5. What is your understanding of what it means to engage culture?
Locate yourself based on your level of understanding:
Very low

1

Very high

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

6. What are you doing to engage culture?
Locate yourself based on the extent to which you engage culture:
Very little

1

Very much

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

7. Describe the focus of your energy as a pastoral leader.
Locate your focus on the following continuum.
“1” means your focus is exclusively on the church.
“10” means your focus is exclusively on the world:
Church

1

World

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
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APPENDIX D
POST-PROJECT INTERVIEW PROTOCOL
1. How would you describe the vibrancy of your spiritual life?
Locate yourself on the following continuum of vibrancy:
Not very vibrant

1

2

Very vibrant

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

2. How well do you currently model Christlike character?
Locate yourself based on how well you model Christlike character:
Not very well

1

2

Very well

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

3. If you are currently mentoring others in spiritual formation practices, how are you
doing it?
Locate yourself based on the degree to which you are mentoring others
in the practices and habits of spiritual formation:
Very low

1

Very high

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
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4. What are your beliefs about what God can do among unchurched people?
Locate your expectations of regarding what God can do
among unchurched people in your surrounding context:
Very Low

1

Very High

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

5. What is your understanding of what it means to engage culture?
Locate yourself based on your level of understanding:
Very low

1

Very high

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

6. What are you doing to engage culture?
Locate yourself based on the extent to which you engage culture:
Very little

1

Very much

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

7. Describe the focus of your energy as a pastoral leader.
Locate your focus on the following continuum.
“1” means your focus is exclusively on the church.
“10” means your focus is exclusively on the world:
Church

1

World

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

8. What have you learned about your life and ministry during our ten weeks together?
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APPENDIX E
SESSION OUTLINES
Week 1:
February 28
Bemus Point UMC
Theme:
Introductions/Rule of Life/Come to the well!
Key Passage: Ezekiel 47:1-11 (The River of Life)
Week 2:
March 7
Bemus Point UMC
Theme:
Prayer/Alignment with God’s Will
Key Passage: Luke 22:39-46 (“Thy kingdom come, Thy will be done.”)
Week 3:
Theme:
Key Idea:

March 14
Bemus Point UMC
Rule of Life Sharing (Participants share spiritual formation plan.)
Intimacy with God and others (requires time, transparency &
mutual submission)

Week 4:
Theme:

March 21
Dunkirk UMC and Wing City
Sabbath/Rule of Life (Participants share spiritual formation plan.)

Week 5
Theme:

April 11
Bemus Point UMC
A Sent Ministry (Baptism, Identity, Trinity)
Key Passage: Luke 3:21-22

Week 6

April 18

Panama UMC and Lunch at the Rowdy
Rooster
Theme:
District Pastors’ Meeting
Conversation: Small groups, ministry outside the walls of the church.
(What do churches/pastors need to be effective?)
Week 7
April 25
Bemus Point UMC
Theme:
Leadership and Apprenticeship (Empty your cup!)
Key Passage: Matthew 11:28-30

Week 8
May 2
Bemus Point UMC
Theme:
Hospitality and a Ministry of Presence
Key Passage: Matthew 25:34-40
Week 9
May 9
Bemus Point UMC
Theme:
Following Jesus/Becoming Fishers of People
Key Passage: Luke 5:1-11
Week 10
May 16
Bemus Point UMC
Theme:
The Promise of the Holy Spirit
Key Passage: Acts 1:1-8
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Session 1
28 February 2013
Lunchtime Conversation
During lunch, participants introduce themselves and discuss the questions:
What is your name? Where do you live? What is your current ministry setting?
What makes a good small group?
What do you hope to get out of this experience?
Have group discussion on the importance of maintaining confidentiality and
holding what is said in the group sacred.
As lunch winds down, encourage participants to help themselves to coffee, tea, water, etc.
Break (10 Minutes)
Session Introduction
In one of my classes at Northeastern Seminary, my professor said: “Look to your left and
right. Only one of you will be in ministry in five years.” Cultivating our spiritual lives is
essential to faithful ministry. A few weeks into our Beeson year, a fellow student said, “I
didn’t know how dry I was.”
As Jesus engaged in his public ministry, he often withdrew to solitary places to pray. He
cultivated his love relationship with his Father and offered himself to others.
Are you more likely to withdraw without offering yourself or to offer yourself without
withdrawing? How well do you balance the connection between withdrawing to spend
time with the Lord and offering yourself in ministry to others?
Lectio Divina—Ezekiel 47:1-12
Silent prayer and preparation.
Read Text: What word or phrase speaks to you or catches your attention?
Read Text again: Enter the story with your imagination. What do you experience?
Read Text a third time: Be attentive to what the Holy Spirit says to you about your lives.
Group reflection and discussion on Ezekiel 47:1-12 for life and ministry.
Share about a time when you ministered from a dry place.
Share about when you ministered out of the overflow of what God was doing in you.
Close the exercise in silent and spoken prayer.
Talk about rule of life. Ask each participant to begin prayerfully developing a rule of life.
Communion—Passover Meal
Exodus 1:8-14—Do you ever become enslaved to illegitimate masters?
Exodus 19:3-6—We are set free to be God’s people, a holy nation and priestly kingdom.
Share message about being saved from slavery and service to illegitimate masters to
freedom and service to Christ. God’s desire was to form a community that he could bring
to himself and work through to accomplish his purposes.
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What is one thing you need to leave behind?
What is one thing you need to receive through Christ?
Play “The Well” by Casting Crowns as communion is shared.
Close the session with group prayer.
Session 2
7 March 2013
Welcome everyone, pray and share lunch together.
Lunchtime conversation
Review discussion from the previous week on confidentiality, trust, openness and respect.
Last week we talked about the river of God and our need to be filled so that God’s lifegiving river can flow through us.
What is the state of your soul and what insights do you have after last week?
What new insights do you have about what you need to thrive spiritually?
Next week we will each share about our rule of life.
Devotion
Recently I was driving with the GPS on, but I had forgotten to program in a final
destination. Failure to punch in a final destination is like being aware of God’s Word
without surrendering to God’s will. I was gaining a false sense of security by relying on
the GPS, but was receiving no help because I did not punch in the destination. This is
similar to those who want to draw comfort from knowing that they can turn to God and
scripture, but neglect to surrender their wills and their lives to the Lord.
Read John 6:38-40
38
For I have come down from heaven not to do my will but to do the will of him who
sent me. 39 And this is the will of him who sent me, that I shall lose none of all those he
has given me, but raise them up at the last day. 40 For my Father’s will is that everyone
who looks to the Son and believes in him shall have eternal life, and I will raise them up
at the last day.”
Read paragraph from Henry and Richard Blackaby’s book, “Spiritual Leadership.”
“Leadership is moving people onto God’s agenda.”
Realigning with God’s Mission
Brian Russell uses the metaphor of a GPS device to describe how we can realign our lives
with God’s mission.
Global mission
Persons in community
Spirit-filled
Lectio divina exercise on Luke 22:39-46.
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Silent prayer and preparation.
Read Text: What word or phrase speaks to you or catches your attention?
Read Text again: Enter the story with your imagination. What do you experience?
Read Text a third time: Be attentive to what the Holy Spirit says to you about your lives.
Close the exercise in silent and spoken prayer.
Watch DVD video “Basic.Prayer” by Francis Chan.
What helpful insights about prayer did you glean from watching this video?
How can you strengthen the connection in your life and ministry between prayer and
mission?
“Thy kingdom come, Thy will be done on earth as it is in heaven”
What do you need to have realigned in your life to fit with this prayer?
How is God speaking to you about what needs to be realigned according to God’s will in
ministry?
Close in prayer.
Session 3
14 March 2013
Lunchtime Conversation
Informal and relaxed conversation.
Sharing about Rule of Life
Foster an atmosphere of openness, respect and confidentiality by reminding the group we
have promised one another to hold what is said among the group as sacred.
Invite each participant to share about their “rule of life” and how they would like the
group to hold them accountable as they seek to grow in their roles as parent, spouse, child
of God, pastor, etc.
Close in prayer.
Session 4
21 March 2013
Note: For the purposes of convenience and sensitivity to participants’ schedules, this
session was held immediately following a required district pastors’ gathering.
Following the district meeting, invite the three remaining participants to share about his
rule of life and how we can support, pray for and encourage him.
Close in prayer, lifting up each person and his desire to experience grace and
transformation by living by a rule of life.
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Session Five: Trinitarian Ministry
11 April 2013
Lunchtime Conversation
Oxygen Mask Principle
As followers of Christ and as pastors our situation is similar to the “oxygen mask
principle” in airplanes. We must put our own oxygen masks on first, before we can help
put a mask on somebody else. Effectiveness in leading our congregations to develop
intimacy with Christ and a willingness to focus outwardly requires our own willingness
as leaders to cultivate our love relationship with God.
Opening Song of Devotion:
Listen and reflect on “Here’s My Heart,” David Crowder
Here’s My Heart
Here’s my heart Lord, here’s my heart Lord
Here’s my heart Lord, speak what is true
I am found, I am Yours
I am loved, I’m made pure
I have life, I can breathe
I am healed, I am free
You are strong, You are sure
You are life, You endure
You are good, always true
You are light breaking through
You are more than enough
You are here, You are love
You are hope, You are grace
You’re all I have, You’re everything
Group sharing about their faithfulness to their rules of life and the state of their
souls.
Lectio divina exercise on Luke 3:21-22.
Silent prayer and preparation.
Read Text: What word or phrase speaks to you or catches your attention?
Read Text again: Enter the story with your imagination. What do you experience?
Read Text a third time: Be attentive to what the Holy Spirit says to you about your lives.
Close the exercise in silent and spoken prayer.
Group reflection on baptism, Trinity and identity as God’s beloved children.
How does your identity as a child of God in baptism impact or get lost in your life and
ministry?
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Does your ministry flow out of who you are in Christ or are you seeking to establish your
identity in what you do?
Read and reflect on together.
Partnering with God in the mission to reach and redeem the world flows out of the
identity of believers as children of God. Jesus’ own identity was confirmed at his baptism
as the Holy Spirit descended upon him and the voice from heaven declared that he is the
beloved Son (Luke 3:21-22). Merton writes that having a concept of God as a loving and
compassionate Father makes it possible for Christians to overcome their weaknesses and
failures and to do whatever God calls them to do. On the other hand, if believers view
God as a distant ruler and judge, without having an intimate relationship with him, they
will be unable to live the Christian life as God intends (31). Being confident of who God
is as a loving, self-giving, and self-sending God and who one is in relation to God is
foundational to living the Christian life.
The Trinity
God exists in relationships based on the mutual love, interaction, and intimacy expressed
between the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. The Trinity sets the context and informs the
Christian understanding of relationships with other human beings, relationships with
God, and ministry in the local church. Stephen Seamands discusses Trinitarian ministry
as “the ministry of Jesus Christ, the Son, to the Father, through the Holy Spirit, for the
sake of the church and the world” (Ministry, 15).
“It is the nature of God to reach out. In the Trinity, God the Father sends the Son, and the
Father and the Son send the Holy Spirit, and the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit send the
church into the world” (Willimon 239).
Session 6
25 April 2013
District pastors meeting focusing on networking as pastors.
Followed by lunch together as a group.
Conversation: What are some ways you and your people engage in mission?
Session 7: Mentoring and Leadership
2 May 2013
Lunchtime Conversation
Scripture Reflection
Reflection on Matthew 11:28-30 using Guder’s five question model.
Watch Video:
Andy Stanley at the 2011 Catalyst Conference on “Intentional Apprenticing.”
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How have you been mentored by those who “empty their cup?”
How can you intentionally “empty your cup” in your life and ministry?
Close in prayer.
Session Eight
May 2, 2013
Lunchtime Conversation
What comments or reflections would you like to share about last session’s topic on
mentoring and apprenticeship?
Today we are focusing on hospitality and being present to others.
Discussion and Reflection on Hospitality
Read description of hospitality.
According to Marjorie Thompson, “hospitality means receiving the other, from
the heart, into my own dwelling place. It entails providing for the need, comfort,
and delight of the other with all the openness, respect, freedom, tenderness, and
the joy that love itself embodies” (128). Visitors should be welcomed with love
and acceptance. The practice of hospitality involves being fully present with
people, and listening with openness, sincerity, and compassion. It can be practiced
anywhere by being attentive to people and learning to treat them as if they were
Christ. According to Elizabeth Canham, “Benedict says, ‘Be here; find Christ in
the restless stranger, demanding parent, insensitive employer, dull preacher,
lukewarm congregation.’…Create a hospitable space for whoever and whatever
God sends into [your] lives now” (qtd. in Thompson 135). The practice of
hospitality gives believers the opportunity to welcome others as Christ has
welcomed them.
Today we are going to seek to be present to one another as we share about our
experiences. Let’s listen with a desire to welcome one another into this space. Let’s try to
listen without the need to fix one another. My prayer when I am walking into the hospital,
into a funeral home, or involved in an interaction with someone from the community is
that I would be the presence of Christ to that person. Let’s strive to be the presence of
Christ with one another today.
Who is a person in your life who has shown love and concern for you through their
presence?
How you might you practice a ministry of presence and “hospitality” with someone in
your family, church or community this week?
Lectio Divina: Matthew 25:34-40
Silent prayer and preparation.
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Read Text: What word or phrase speaks to you or catches your attention?
Read Text again: Enter the story with your imagination. What do you experience?
Read Text a third time: Be attentive to what the Holy Spirit says to you about your lives.
What is the invitation or opportunity of the Spirit to work through your practice of
hospitality this week?
Close the exercise in silent and spoken prayer.
Session Nine
May 9, 2013
Lunchtime Conversation
Pass out summaries of each person’s “Rule of Life.”
Ask participants to highlight one joy or struggle in seeking to live by their “Rule of Life.”
Devotion and Discussion on Luke 5:1-11
Read the text carefully.
How is Jesus calling you to step out of your comfort zone and into deep water in your
context?
What is one step of obedience you can take in seeking to follow Jesus as “Master?”
When have you been overwhelmed by God’s faithfulness and abundance?
When have you been led to your knees in repentance and humility?
What was the invitation message you received when Jesus called you to be a disciple?
They left everything behind to follow Jesus. What is Jesus asking you to leave behind?
What was the core conviction and invitation you heard from Jesus when he called you to
follow him?
Close in prayer.
Session Ten: The Ministry of the Holy Spirit
May 16, 2013
Lunchtime Conversation
Review where we’ve been and what we’ve experienced.
How you have been encouraged or challenged through this experience?
Devotion: Acts 1:1-11
Illustration of the rocks, pebbles and sand to emphasize priorities.
(Put the big rocks in first and remember to fish for people!)
Reflection on the song, “Friend of Sinners” by Casting Crowns
(Let Jesus offer himself to you afresh today, so that you might offer him to the world!)
Prayer Ministry
How can we pray for your life, family and ministry going forward?
Participants take turns sitting in a chair.
They are prayed for by the person on their right.
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They in turn pray for the person on their left.
Close in Communion
As we share in communion, know that Jesus offers himself to you for your forgiveness,
healing and salvation, and so that you might offer him to the world.
Silently reenact the breaking of the bread and giving of the cup so that each person might
imagine and experience Jesus offering himself to them.
Benediction:
May the grace of our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ, the love of God and the fellowship of
the Holy Spirit be with you now and remain with you always!
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APPENDIX F
COMMUNICATION & E-MAIL CORRESPONDENCE
E-Mail Prior to Session 1
February 27, 2013
Dear Friends:
I am looking forward to our first meeting together tomorrow (Thursday, February 28) at
Bemus Point UMC. We will begin with lunch at 11:30 am in the room closest to the side
door on the right side of the building (looking from the street).
For lunch I am providing turkey, ham and roast beef sub sandwiches, chips, veggies,
brownies and drinks. Suzanne at BPUMC assured me that the coffee is always on.
I was really encouraged as I heard each of you share about your life and ministry during
the interview. I am thankful to God for bringing together a group of guys who love Jesus
and want to be faithful to his call upon our lives. I believe that this will be a rich
experience as we focus on our spiritual lives and ministries and seek to go deeper in our
relationships with God and one another. I also want to thank each of you for your
willingness to participate in this ten-week small group experience.
If you need directions the address is:
Bemus Point United Methodist Church
4954 Bemus Ellery Road
Bemus Point, NY 14712
See you tomorrow!
In Christ,
Dave
E-Mail Sent to Participants Following Session 1
February 28, 2013
Thank you for coming today and getting things off to a great start. My prayer for each of
us is that we would continue to experience Jesus’ living water that we heard Casting
Crowns sing about in their song, “The Well”:
“And now that you’re full of love beyond measure, your joy’s gonna flow, like a stream
in the desert, soon all the world will see that living water is found in me, cause you come
to the well.”
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I would like for dialogue and conversation to continue for those who would like to share
with the group. If you have additional thoughts or insights you would like to share, please
“reply all” and we can continue online discussion.
What illegitimate masters are you leaving behind?
How is Jesus speaking to you about coming to the well?
How does God want to pour his life into you and through you?
I want to give you freedom in developing a “rule of life,” but I would be glad to share
resources or suggestions if you wish.
Please let me know if you have any dietary restrictions. Next week I plan on bringing
pizza, carrot sticks, dessert and drinks.
God bless you, your families and your ministries. Have a great week!
Dave
E-Mail Reply from MFP1:
Dave—great start today, thank you! [My wife] was a soloist/worship leader on The Well,
with our choir on backup and me on guitar last month…. [W]e love the power of that
song!
What a blessing it was to worship to that again today! I truly felt that what we did today
was Spirit-led;… it filled me!
Blessings,
[MFP1]
E-Mail Prior to Session 2
March 6, 2013
Good Evening,
Looking forward to seeing you tomorrow at 11:30 am at Bemus Point.
Lord willing, lunch will be ready and waiting. I’m planning on pizza, veggies, and
dessert.
Have a great night and see you tomorrow!
Blessings,
Dave
E-Mail Prior to Session 3
March 13, 2013
I am looking forward to seeing you all tomorrow at BPUMC at 11:30 a.m. I am hoping to
spend the majority of our time together giving each person an opportunity to share about
your spiritual life/”rule of life” and how we as a group can support you, pray for you and
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hold you accountable in any areas in which you are seeking growth and change.
I am not prescribing anything in particular. I want you to think about how we as a group
can support you in your desire to cultivate your love relationship with Christ and grow as
a disciple and pastor. You may wish to be more intentional about prayer time, Scripture
reading, fasting, taking a Sabbath, spending time with family, exercising, worship, etc.
The goal is not to busy ourselves or make spiritual disciplines an end in themselves, but
as Richard Foster says, “to place ourselves on the path where God can transform us by
his grace.” Some questions to consider are: “How can I abide in Christ and experience his
grace in a transforming way? What does God need to do in me so that mission and
ministry flow through me?
We will begin with lunch at 11:30 a.m.
Have a great night!
Blessings,
Dave
E-Mail Prior to Session 9
May 8, 2013
Hi Guys,
I pray that this week you are experiencing the grace and power of Christ in your lives and
are ministering out of the overflow of what God is doing in you!
I look forward to our ninth meeting together tomorrow at 11:30 at BPUMC. For lunch we
will be having chicken pot pie (chicken, gravy and biscuits).
I would like to follow up on last week’s session to ask if you have had any additional
reflections on hospitality and showing love/concern for others through your ministry of
presence. Were there times this past week where you had an opportunity to minister by
being fully present with someone? Where there times where you felt like you should be
giving someone more time and attention, but were distracted and pulled away by other
responsibilities?
How can we model and practice a ministry of hospitality and seek to be fully present with
people, including those outside the walls of the church?
I would love to hear any thoughts or reflections you might have. “Reply all” if you have
something you would like to share with the group.
Blessings,
Dave
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E-Mail Prior to Session 10
May 15, 2013
Dear Friends:
I look forward to our final small group session together on Thursday, May 16, at 11:30
a.m. at BPUMC. Once again we will begin with lunch (hot dogs and turkey burgers on
the grill) and reflect on our lives and ministries together.
One question for reflection: What does Pentecost mean for your life and ministry?
See you soon!
Blessings,
Dave
E-Mail Following Session 10
May 16, 2013
Dear ____________,
Thank you again for your participation in the small group experience. I was blessed by
your presence and participation. I look forward to continued opportunities for fellowship
and sharing. I will continue to pray that you experience God’s grace and power in your
lives, families and ministries!
I would like to schedule a final interview with each of you. Let me know what works for
you.
Take care and God bless!
Dave
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APPENDIX G
SESSION HANDOUTS
Session 1
The Well—Casting Crowns
Leave it all behind, leave it all behind, leave it all behind, leave it all behind
I have what you need, but you keep on searching,
I’ve done all the work, but you keep on working,
When you’re running on empty, and you can’t find the remedy, just come to the
well.
You can spend your whole life, chasing what’s missing,
But that empty inside, it just ain’t gonna listen.
When nothing can satisfy, and the world leaves you high and dry, just come to the
well.
CHORUS
And all who thirst will thirst no more,
and all who search will find what their souls long for,
The world will try, but it can never fill, so leave it all behind, and come to the
well
So bring me your heart, No matter how broken,
Just come as you are, when your last prayer is spoken
Just rest in my arms a while, you’ll feel the change my child, when you come to
the well.
And all who thirst will thirst no more,
and all who search will find what their souls long for,
The world will try, but it can never fill, so leave it all behind, and come to the
well
And now that you’re full, of love beyond measure, your joy’s gonna flow, like a
stream in the desert, Soon all the world will see that living water is found in me,
cause you come to the well
And all who thirst will thirst no more,
and all who search will find what their souls long for,
The world will try, but it can never fill, so leave it all behind, and come to the
well
Leave it all behind, leave it all behind, leave it all behind, leave it all behind.
What is one thing you need to behind?
What is one thing you need to receive as you come to the well?
Rule of Life
A rule of life is a plan and a pattern for engaging in disciplines, rituals and
experiences that foster a more intimate relationship with God, healthy relationships with
people and a healthy self. “A rule of life is a pattern of spiritual disciplines that provides
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structure and direction for growth in holiness…. It is meant to help us establish a rhythm
of daily living, a basic order with which new freedoms can grow” (Thompson 146).
A rule of life is important because knowledge of the disciplines without practicing
them will not lead to transformation. Furthermore, it is not the practice of the disciplines
that transforms us. The disciplines simply place us on the path where God can transform
us by his grace (Foster, Celebration 8).
Please develop a rule of life that you want to live by for our next session.
Session Five Small Group Handout
A Sent Ministry, April 11, 2013
Opening Devotional Thought:
The Oxygen Mask Principle

Here’s My Heart (Louie Giglio, et al. Sung by D. Crowder)
Here’s my heart Lord, here’s my heart Lord
Here’s my heart Lord, speak what is true
I am found, I am Yours
I am loved, I’m made pure
I have life, I can breathe
I am healed, I am free
You are strong, You are sure
You are life, You endure
You are good, always true
You are light breaking through
You are more than enough
You are here, You are love
You are hope, You are grace
You’re all I have, You’re everything
How is it with your soul?
What are the joys and struggles you’re experiencing in living by your rule of
life?
Reflection on Scripture
Luke 3:21-22
21
When all the people were being baptized, Jesus was baptized too. And as he
was praying, heaven was opened 22 and the Holy Spirit descended on him in bodily form
like a dove. And a voice came from heaven: “You are my Son, whom I love; with you I
am well pleased.”
Trinitarian / Sent Ministry
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Session 7: April 25, 2013
Leadership and Apprenticeship
Opening Prayer and Devotion—Matthew 11:28-30
“Come to me, all you who are weary and burdened, and I will give you rest. Take
my yoke upon you and learn from me, for I am gentle and humble in heart, and you will
find rest for your souls. For my yoke is easy and my burden is light.”
Reflection on Scripture based on the following model:
Darrell Guder (qtd. in Barram 3) delineates five questions for biblical study and
interpretation that provide a framework for those wanting to engage the Scriptures from a
missional perspective:
1. How does this text evangelize us (the gospel question)?
2. How does the text convert us (the change question)?
3. How does the text read us (the context question)?
4. How does the text focus us (the future question)?
5. How does the text send us (the mission question)?
These questions serve as an example of how missional leaders can teach people to
engage the Scriptures in a way that shapes their imagination and understanding of who
God is calling them to be.
How do you define leadership?
Watch Video of Andy Stanley’s Catalyst Message on “Intentional
Apprenticing.”
Statements about leading, apprenticing, and mentoring.
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APPPENDIX H
INFORMED CONSENT

I, _______________________, agree to participate in a ten-session professional
development program facilitated by Rev. David Cooke, a doctor of ministry student at
Asbury Theological Seminary.
I understand that my interviews will be recorded and all email correspondence and verbal
comments may be used for research purposes.
I have been informed that confidentiality and anonymity of my responses will be guarded
and that my name will not be used in any research or publications.

Signed:

Date:
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